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The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924

HUH Employees
Vote to Strike
BY MELANIE R. HOLMES
Campus Editor

Calling
the
Howard
University Hospital a "slave
labor can1p,' over 400 hospital employees protested unfair
labor charges in front of the
HUH and the Administration
building during their second
protest of the month yesterday.
Additionally, they voted last
Wednesday to strike against
HUH altogether and are currently negotiating with hospital
management.
According to Local 2094
Union President l\1.B. Tina Fox,
the strike date will be determined
within the next two weeks, but
if HUH CEO Sherman McCoy
resigns, the strike will be called
off. While McCoy was not available for comment, hospital COO
Debra Carey said the University
is prepared to meet "day and
night" to come to a resolution.
"Our strike is about the
inhumane treatment, degrading behavior and total disregard
for the laws, working conditions, labor practices and court
orders," Fox said. "We've been
battling [.McCoy] in court for
two to three years and have filed
numerous unfair labor practice
charges against him."

Medical Arts Building Catches Fire

Fox said that McCoy is currently in contempt of court for
breaking a legal binding settlement and agreements that they
would not bargain in good faith
and would provide all necessarJ
information for bargaining.
"The straw that breaks
the camel's back i~ that [the
University] breaks the settlement," Fox said. "Although they
agreed to settle out of court
with the unfair labor practice
charges, they went against their
settlement."
Fox said the HUH workers
are also upset with University
President H. Patrick Swygert for
continuing to.employ McCoy.
"It's President Swygert that's
keeping him in office so we're
holding him just as responsible," Fox said. "Mr. McCoy has
violated the code of ethics at the
University on many occasions,
and it's the job of the President's
office to ensure that those codes
of ethics are upheld."
Carey said she is pleased
that negations are underway
but prefers the HUH employees ·
express their views at the bargaining table to ensure productive negotiations. However, she
is confident that the negotiations

\l;1\a Ci-01 an1·Stn.ior l'ho10 Fdilor

The Medical Arts Building, which houses the University Student Health Center, caught fire Sunday evening. No one was
hurt or injured. Students who had appointments for Monday were asked to reschedule.

See PROTEST, Campus A8

Gospel Extravaganza Kept Attendees Praising
BY KERRY-ANN HAMILTON
Special to The Hilltop

The
concert
entitled
"Rebirth: Time 4 Restoration"
was filled with praise forms
ranging from interpretative
dance to mass choir style singing. The episodic occurrence
had four phases: birth, identity,
invitation and rebilth.
The show featured Lisa
l\1cClendon
who
released
her soulful debut album "l\1)
Dial'), Your Life" last year
McClendon's style had much of
a neo-soul feel, a cross between
Jill Scott and Angie Stone with
a strong s·piritual appeal. The
artist expressed her excitement
about being at the l\1ecca. Her
messages through song and testimony focused on finding self,
looking for love, and having
faith.
The young artist urged the
audience to think much more
of themselves,
addressing
self-esteem issues and to stop

#

attempting to be all things to
all people. At one point during
the performance, I\.fcClendon
silenced '.1er back-up singers and
pointed the microphone to the
audience who sung, "No one so
holy, no one so worthy, no one
so faithful." The musical performance crescendoed into an electrifying finale .. Still Alive."
Among the other performers was the Howard Gospel
Choir, who's energetic and spirit
infused renditions kept attendees on their feet, many '~ith outstretched arms and closed eyes.
The "work on me" chorus resonated as the mass choir swayed
fron1 side to side in unison.
The ministry was not only
in song and dance, but also in
spoken word delivered by Benir
Pierre, a 20-year-old native of
Seattle, Wash. "About Face,"
commanded Pierre to the audience of dose to 400.
The
Bisonettes
Dance
See GOSPEL, Campus A8

Murray, Brown
Crowned Mr. and
Miss Howard
BY LA'TRISHA GOMER
Hilltop Staff Writer

Patrit·"- J11tii.'On•S&K"Chlll to rht tlllllf1p

Students enjoyed the sounds of Lisa McClendon at this
year'~ Homecoming Gospel Concert.

Phillip Murray of the
College of Arts and Sciences and
Laura Brown of the School of
Communications are the new
l\1r. and l\1iss Howard Universit).
The sold out pageant kicked off
the 2004 Hon1ecoming festivities in Cramton Auditorium on
Friday night.
The show began at 7 p.m.
with a performance from the
Howard University Bisonettes.
With their hair pulled back and
white airy dance attire flowing
with each move, they sashayed
across the stage to the song
"Home" by Stephanie Mills.
The Bisonettes' performance
played into the pageant's theme,
"When We Think of Home,

We Think of a Place ...Howard
University."
The stage was set up like a
scene out of "The Wiz," yellow
brick road and wizard included.
The eleven contestants
eased down the aisles wearinf!
..The Wiz' mspircd costmnes ror
•
the opening number perforn1ed
to the music "Ease on Down the
Road" by M~cht.el Jackson.
The crowd erupted into
cheers and chants holding signs
representing the contestant of
their choice when the pageant
participants hit the stage.
After the opening number
was over, the e\ ening wear portion of the c01;1pc. •inc. n b gan
The contestants displayed
their talents in the next scene.
See PAGEANT, Campus A8

Students Seek HIVI AIDS Education
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

According to the 2000
Census,
African-Americans
comprise i2.3 percent of the
United States population but
have accounted for 39 percent
of the total HfV/AIDS cases
since the start of the epidemic.
For Washington, D.C.
native Joell Royal, the quest to
educate her class1nates about
the HI\/AIDS epidemic started
with the desire to show people
how to protect themselves and
their loved ones. Royal attends
Bennett College for Women in
Greensboro, N.C.

Campus, A2-A5
Metro.A&
lite & stvle. 81-83
Sports. 84-85

''This epidemic has hit me
and family like running water.
I think what hurts the nlost is
that this is a huge reality check,
knowing that some of my loved
ones might very well die soon,"
she said.
The Census also ranked
HfV/AIDS among the top three
causes of death for AfricanAmerican men ages 25-54 and
African-American women ages
35-44.
Some Howard students,
including junior nursing major
Tiffanie Moore, would like to
see public figures take a more
proactive stance on informing
citizens about the HIV/AIDS

issue.
Prevention (CDC). The study
"Pop figures could be also showed that the AIDS rate
putting the same energy into among African-Americans was
spreading information about u times higher than the rate
AIDS that they are putting into among whites.
the elections because it is affectSenior political science
ing us more than anybody else," rnajor Aaron Nelson said that
she said. "There are a lot of he has not seen a push on
Black people with a lot of power Howard's campus to inform
in this country who appeal to students about the epidemic.
both Blacks and whites of all
"If an awareness drive is
ages. People will listen because being conducted, it is not very
they are who they are."
visible. In my four years in colApproximately 50 per- lege, I haven't seen any aggrescent of the 42,000 AIDS cases sive attempts to let students
diagnosed in the U.S. in 2002 know about the crisis and what
were found among African- they can do to protect themAmericans, reports the Centers
See HIV/AIDS, Campus A8
for Disease Control and

Find out
residents are
saying about
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The torch of Mr. and Miss Howard was passed on at the official kick-off of Howard Homecoming - the annual pageant.
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Dorm Residents Learn Ins and Outs of D.C. Laws
BY NICOLE REED
Contributing Writer

For the past two weeks, students have entered their residence halls to find signs posted
for mandatory dormito1y meetings. Meetings such as these
may not seem out of the ordinaryfor residents in the Tubman
Quadrangle and Drew HaU.
However, residents of Bethune
Annex and Cook Hall have also
bc;en required to attend these
sessions entitled, "Sex, Drugs,
Alcohol and the Law." Failure
to attend could result in a loss of
visitation privileges.
The meetings are part of a
new program being presented

they thought a crime was committed.
Next, the facilitators of the
prograin hit the audience with
the facts, the realities of the
situation and the laws pertaining to it. This served as helpful
information for those students
from out of the area, who are not
fan1iliar with the laws of D.C.
The last segment of the program, referred to as "woman to
woman" or "man to man," consisted of advisers speaking to the
groups individually. The women
discussed the importance of selfrespect and integrity, while the
men focused on various issues
including the definition of manhood.

by the Office of Residence Life,
Special Student Services, the
Howard University Counseling
Service and the Howard
University Drug Education and
Prevention Program. They are
intended to educate students on
the dangers of risky and illegal
behavior and the legal ramifications that may follow.
Although the sessions are
presented to male and female
students separately, each has a
similar agenda, opening with
volunteers acting out a scenario
of a typical college situation with
a controversial ending. Once the
skit ends, the audience is asked
to give their opinion of what
happened and whethPr or not

The program, headed by
the Office of the Dean of Special
Student Services was implemented as a result of incidents
involving Howard students this
year and in past years.
"We don't have binge drinking [like some] other schools,
but we want to be proactive,"
said Rasheem Rooke, director of
Student Services. "Many don't
know about the laws [in D.C.)."
According to Rooke, one of
the goals of the program is to
reinstate the status of a Howard
student.
"We want to bring back [the
time] when people looked to

"We really want people who
Hilltop Staff Writer
come tonight to see views irom
those that are older," Bridges
The Civil Rights Act of said. "Your view on racism will
1964 outlawed discrimination be based on the time period you
in public facilities, the govern- grew up in."
The panel was composed
ment and in employment and
brought Jim Crow Laws to an of Christopher Bishop, who is
in his 30s, Sharlene Brown,
end in the South.
On Thursday, Phi Beta pastor of Remnant Worship
Sigma Fraternity, Incorporated, Center, who's in her 40s, and a
Alpha Chapter sponsored man in his sos, Gerald Smith.
"Fighting Racism 1964-2004," Members of the audience were
a forum featuring speakers of asked to voice the views of the
different. age groups discuss- younger generation.
Panelists discussed a variing how racism in Aluerica bas
evolved since this historic act ety of topics including the effectiveness of affirmative action,
was passed 40 years ago.
Fraternity member Greg the success of the Civil Rights
Bridges, who organized the Movement and the importance
event, said he wanted to allow of voting.
While each speaker offered
students to hear different perspectives on racism outside of a unique point of view on racism
in America, they all expressed
their own generation.

the belief that racism was still
very much alive, although it is
not as up-front as it was before
the Civil J?ghts Act of 1964.
"From 1610, or whatever
year we got here, to 1964 we
were discriminated against,"
said Smith, a cultural historian.
"The pattern of racism is still
there, but it's under the surface."
During the discussion,
Smith asserted that white
people oppressed other ethnic
groups to preserve their own
race. He also said that while
the Civil Rights Movement was
beneficial to African-Americans,
it actually separated them from
their African heritage.
"We were allowed in hotels,
restaurants and other public
accommodations,'' Smith said.
"But we've lost our sense of

Dormitory residents have been required to attend meetings
teaching them about the laws of D.C.

were White females," Bishop
said. "It has not benefited
African-Americans as a whole."
Bishop described how often
Whites are prejudiced against
Blacks in the workplace, because
they believe Black people are
affirmative action hires. Yet,
Bishop said Blacks do not need
to justify their positions to their
White counterparts.
Raquel Smith, a senior
speech pathology major and
member of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Incorporated, Alpha
Chapter, said Bishop's words
about Blacks not having to
justify themselves stood out to
her.
"I think the program was
very interesting," she said. ''You
had [Smith] talking about racism he saw when he was younger and it's still here today."

'

Patrice Miles, a senior print
journalism major who is also
a member of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Incorporated, Alpha
Chapter, also liked the forum,
but she felt it would have been
better if more people that were
not associated with Phi Beta
Sigma had attended.
"They were pretty much
preaching to the choir because
a lot of people here already
know about it," Miles said. "It
would've been better with more
turn out. It's a very important
topic that a lot of people need to
know about.''
Bridges felt the forum was
a success.
"It accomplished its goal
because I wanted to get different opinions from the panel,"
Bridges said. ~This program
should happen every year."

Coronation Ball Takes Students to Students Convene for Annual School
of Communications Job Fair
Emerald City
BY LA'TRISHA GOMER
Hilltop Staff Writer

It was an elegant affair at
the Homecoming Coronation
Ball on Saturday evening. The
"Welcome to Emerald City"
themed event was sponsored
by the Undergraduate Student
Assembly (UGSA) and held in
the Blackburn Center Ballroom.
Freshman musical theater
major Ayanna Hardy said that
she was showing her homecoming spirit by coming out to the
ball.
"I'm t.Iying to go to all of the
events, but I was excited about
the Coronation Ball because it's
always nice to have something
formal," she said.
The attendees at the ball
looked exquisite in their glittering dresses, satin and silk, Stacy
Adams shoes and tailored suits.
Vice-coordinator of UGSA,
Jade Beckett, was impressed by
the attire.
"I think that everyone looks
beautiful, classy and tasteful.
They really put on their best
tonight," she said.
Coronation Ball coordinator
Kia Wood said that the ball is a

special part of homecoming and
has an important connection
to the 1fr. and Miss Howard
Pageant.
"The Coronation Ball is
the formal celebration for the
new Mr. and Miss Howard
University. It is a time where
they are presented to the
University and a place where
people can congratulate them,"
Wood said.
The evening began when
each of the representatives from
the homecoming court made
their grand entrances into the
ballroom. After the various winners from the school pageants
walked in, each of the winners
from the dormitory pageants
was announced.
They each wore their crowns
and sashes as they stepped up to
their special long table situated
at tlle front of the ballroom.
Everyone stood as the new
Mr. and Miss Howard University
were announced. They walked
up to a podium in tlle front of
the ballroom where the Mr.
and Miss Howard winners of
2003-2004, Crystal Sumpter
and Chequan Lewis, officially
passed down the crown, nam-

ing the 2004-2005 Mr. and
Miss Howard monarchs of the
University, Laura Brown and
Phillip Murray.
After the official swearing
in, the two stepped out on the
floor for their first dance, which
was to Stevie Wonder's "Ribbon
in the Sky."
When the song was over DJ
Premonition played the hottest
songs and kept t he dance floor
packed until 12 a.m. when the
ball ended.
It was junior insurance
major Brandon Rosemond's first
time going to the Coronation
Ball and he said that he was
happy that he decided to come.
"I think the ball is hot. I
like the atmosphere in here; it
looks nice, the music is good
and the tickets were at a reasonable price," he said.
Emerald
green
lights
flashed across the ceiling during the night and there were
silver and white balloons adorning each table in the beautifully
decorated ballroom.
The decorations played
into the theme of Emerald
See BALL, Campus A9
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\lttdo Alt'xandtr- Staff Phot09tr1phtr

See LAWS, Campus A8

people hood."
According to Smith, after
1964 African-Americans were
forced to become "quasiEuropeans" and individualists,
instead of collectivists.
Bishop, who is a psychology professor at Bowie State
University, also felt thatAfricanAmericans had made gains since
the Civil Rights Movement, but
there is still work t o be done.
"Someone dropped the
ball," Bishop said. "It was an
ideal, but we didn't do longterm planning."
In addition, Bishop dis
cussed his feelings on the ineffectiveness of affirmative action
with respect to the Black community.
"Affirmative action has not
been very successful because
tl1e people who really benefited

•
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Sigma Panel Analyzes Cross-Generational Racism
BY AYESHA RASCOE

I

BY JENNIFER D. OWENS
Contributing Writer

Hundreds of students from
Howard University and beyond
swarmed the Blackburn Center
ballroom Thursday and Friday
in search of jobs internship
opportunities in various areas
of the communications field at
the annual job fair.
Thursday morning began
with a Time Warner panel discussion and a lecture by Fox
Entertainment Group, allowing
students to ask questions about
internship opportunities and
what the companies look for in
students seeking jobs or internships.
Senior film major Ben
Brown said, "It was very informative and they did not hesitate
to answer our questions and
give us tips on getting a spot
working with the company,"
"Few Howard students
were in attendance at the Time
Warner discussion but Morgan
State was well represented.
There were no [microphones],
so the three speakers on the
panel had to yell in order to be
heard," he said

l
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With 36 visiting colleges and more than 80 recruiters, the
Blackburn center saw much foot traffic at the annual job fair.

Over 80 companies were
in attendance ranging from
the Wall Street Journal to the
National Basketball Association
and C-SPAN, seeking students
of all majors, but especially
those majoring in journalism,
pubic relations and advertising.
The coordinator of Career
Development for the School of
Communications Carol Dudley

j

l

wanted students to know this
event was not only for students majoring in the School of
Communications. The job fair
invited minority students from
around the country seeking
employment in the industry.
"Our main goal is to get
minority students from around ·
the nation in one place, refuting f
See FAIR, Campus A9 t
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Wl1at are you doing to help fight the war on
AIDS and HIV?
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l\'lelissa Jones
Film
Junior
"I \Vork at the Wo1ncn 's Collective and
\VC cduco..e African-American \V01nen on
1-IIV and AIDs, give talks, and pass out
condoms.''

Maya James
Acting/Play,vright
Senior
''l also work at the Women's Collective.
and distribute condoms. I am abstaining
until the time is right.''

Trevor Atkins
RadioffV/Film
Senior
" I protect myself. and 1nake others aware
of the seriousness of the disease."

An,var Daniels
Marketing
Sophomore
"Getting tested, and always using
protection."

I
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Bison to the Bone: Wing Eating Contest
BY MICHAEL IVEY JR.

Who's Pulling
Your Strings?
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

Shara's Soapbox has been
pre-empted this week as Shara
takes a break from trying to
understand the Black community and participates in other festivities on campus. However, she
has sent her alter ego, Danese,
to fill her position. Note: Shara
cannot be held accountable for
anything Danese may write or
insinuate.
Shara has given me one
opportunity, one time to bring
you into my world. \Vith that
being said, I invite you to locate
your nearest one dollar bill (or
twenty dollar bill, which ever
best fits your financial situation).
Hold it up to the most penetrating light you can find and
examine it very closely. Do you
see it? Can you see the power
attached to your dollar? Do
you see them? Can you see the
strings attached to it?
Some of you rnay see them.
Some of you may not. Some of
you may even see the multiple
dimensions (read: manipulators) of the strings.
Every time a person (or
business) invests money into an
entity, whether it is a corporation, a non-profit organization
or an institution of higher learning, they expect some form of a
return on their investment. They
expect for the officers who have
been entrusted with securing the
future of that business to act in
the best interest of the investors
(not those who work for or benefit fron1 the company).
On many occasions, as I
have eavesdropped on conversations around Howard's campus,
I have heard students complain
about Howard's administration and how they stray away
from taking adamant stands
on controversial issues. These
same students point at Howard,
instead of themselves, as the
cause of this indifference.
While Howard does carry a
responsibility to create an intellectually stimulating environment for the students, they also
carry a responsibility to their
investors.
Think about it: if Howard
swings too far left or too far
right, they run the risk of losing support from some of their
most interested, most important
(read: opulent) investors.
You may be aski~g yourself,
"Who are these investors that
hold so much power over my
school?"
If you don't know by now,
·maybe you should consider
emerging from your cocoon and
talking to your fellow Bison. I'm
sure they know something about
this game we play (if not, ask
your U.S. representatives and
senators). While you're at it,
why don't you ask your classmates if they are among the population of students who insist
on complaining about Howard's
delicate position in the capitalist
society in which we reside?
The solution is simple: attach
your own strings to Howard. As
long as outside investors have
their palms in what supposedly
belongs to us, it will never truly
be ours. We will never control
the degree of tension on the
strings. We will always be forced
to answer to someone who
doesn't necessarily have our best
interest at heart.
I just received word that
Shara D. Taylor is somewhere
on campus attempting to protect
her own interests and investments. If you would like to contact her or me, we can be reached
at
sharaoncampus@hotmail.
com. Please only send e-mails
with no strings attached.

the audience once the contest not going to] play myself to look have been considered highly
Contributing Writer
got underway. Once the actual like the dude scarfing down racially stereotypical.
"It's all about fun. The greateating began, some students chicken wings for the h--1 of it.
The lower level of the cheered for their friends and [Isn't) that just some stereotypi- est live through stereotypes and
Blackburn Center buzzed with danced to the tunes being spun cal stuff for a black college?"
prosper. Look at Ma1tin Luther
curiosity and anticipation as on the turntables. Others looked
RedHot picked up momen- King," he said.
participants and spectators on, outwardly unemotional.
The grand-prize winner
tum as the rounds went on.
awaited Thursday's "RedHot
Two winners from each Students showed more enthu- and eater of some 1.7 pounds of
Chicken Wing" eating contest.
of the first three rounds were siasm when current radio hits chicken was J amari Peterson.
Sponsored
by
Frank's chosen to advance to the finals. like '"Nolia Clap" and "Go DJ" He accepted his $soo check. "I
RedHot Sauce and National One of the two from round one, were played. The different con- feel phat with a p-h-a-t. I felt it
Lampoons filn1 franchise, the freshman business manage- testants in each round also coming up, but you can't give
wing-eating competition con- ment major John Cameron, seemed to pick up steam, son1e up. I kept pushing. I just ,¥anted
sisted of three preliminary who vomited halfway through feverishly ripping chicken meat the money and I like to [take]
rounds and a final eat-off por- the finals, said after his victory. from the bones splattering hot my girlfriend out. Now I can do
tion for the $soo prize.
'Tm [trying to] get this $500."
sauce everywhere.
that. Also, it was a free meal."
The event began unceremoHe also said he would enter
The winner of the third
Howard University is the
niously due to apparent mis- even if there was not a cash round and a recipient of $50, only historically black universicommunication between the DJ prize, and did not give much sophomore mechanical engi- ty National Lampoons/Frank's
and Rob Bardunias, president credence to the suggestion that neering major Lamar Johnson, RedHot Sauce has visited on
of National Lampoons. The the event promoted a negative reflected on his performance.
its' nationwide tour. According
music was stopped and started stereotype. "That's when people
"I told [them] I was hun- to employee Tracy Bradley, her
a few times because of confu- get too serious. It's fun."
gry. Competition is good for company and Frank's picked ten
sion about the rules.
As rapid chicken eating you. It's the basis for thriving schools, including Ohio State
Throughout the event, continued and the atmosphere in the business world. Without University and Washington
announcements were fumbled intensified, senior radio-televi- competition it wouldn't be [an] University in St. Louis, from
and a general disorganization sion-film major Cefis Johnson America."
coast to coast.
was evident. However, that did made no bones about his feelJohnson was dismissive of
"We tried to spread it across
not hinder the excitement ior ings toward the contest. "(I'm the idea that the event could the nation. Howard is a very

hard school to get into for promotions.Frank's wanted to target the D.C. market," Bradley
said.
Sophomore public relations
major Diondre Humphries was
one student who was concerned
about the contest being held
during a professional event.
"I think the contest was
probably fun for the people in
it. However, it being held on the
same day as the job fair didn't
look very nice," Hwnphries
said.
HUSA Vice-president Freda
Henry appeared satisfied at the
end. "It went really well. It was
a commercial event for Frank's
and they gave away at least
$800 (in money and free hot
sauce)."
National Lampoons hopes
to return to Howard in the
future for more promotional
events.

•

ROOTS Opens New Dialogue Know Your
On Black Community
University: 'Lady

BY ADAM VIC KS
Contributing Writer

is effective because it turns its
words into actions.
"It's about political and
social issues in the Black community, and taking action in
the community from the issues
that we discuss," she said.
"Honestly, I really don't know
about the other organizations
on campus. But not only do we
talk about issues, [we] really try
to come up with solutions."
According to Cole, the
group centers on peer contribution, experiences, information and resources. People of
all backgrounds are welcomed
to participate.
"It doesn't matter what
race, but [we target] college students, professors and alumni in

the area," Moore said.
With a growing interest on
campus, the group is steadily
making plans to bridge the gaps
on various issues that are relevant to students and faculty at
Howard.
"We're looking to put on an
event discussing the role of the
Black church, politically, economically and socially," Cole
said. "In a larger sense, my
interest in my ancestors and
future children drives my work
right now."
Taking the group's name
from Alex Haley's "Roots," a
mini-series based on a Black
family's journey through slavery, Cole also seeks to enlighten
students on Howard's campus.

A new organization on
r.ampus, known as ~e ROOTS
Association, seeks to mobilize students by pushing forth
a strong African-American
political agenda. Founded b¥
senior political science and
Afro-American studies double
major, Jaclyn Cole, the mission of ROOTS is to "provide
for open dialogue, recognizing
the value of each individual in
forming a mass movement."
For Cole, tl1e vision to have
a unified discussion of important issues and the exchange
of ideas and solutions began in
class.
"I was taking classes with
professors that pushed their
students to have the difficult
conversations about the issues
in our community," she said.
Operating in an open
forum, the group has adopted
a set of ground rules that seek
to provide an all-inclusive dialogue. In it everyone gets a fair
chance to express his or her
opinion without being criticized
for it. Group members say it is
a forum unlike those that have
previously existed on campus.
\htdo '\lt~ondtr-.Staff Photographer
Junior
Afro-American
studies major Kristen Moore ROOTS is a recently recognized campus organization that
believes that the organization seeks to create conversation among students and the entire
African American community.

HBOJ BRIEF'S

Xavier
Lowers
Gradu ation Policy
Xavier
University's
Academic Council amended
the school's graduation regulations so students who fail
one academic requirement
during their final se1nester
can still march with their
class during commencen1ent exercises. Up until May
2000, when the rule was
changed requiring students
to fulfill all course work, students could graduate with
up to six credit hours unfulfilled. The amendment was
made after many complaints
of families and students, following prospective graduates
not fulfilling all requirements
and being denied to walk in
graduation. The new policy
will go into effect following
the 2004-2005 school year.

Bill Cosb y speaks
at Mor gan Sch olarship
Pr ogram

S outhern
College
Republicans Sound-Off

The College Republicans
Renowned entertainer at Southern University are
and philanthropist William seeking to make their voice
"Bill" Cosby, Ph.D. was the heard and presence known on
guest speaker for Morgan the Louisiana campus and its
State University's recent ben- surrounding community. The
efit program in honor of Joe college chapter was estabBlack, the top Greyhound lished in 2002 and continues
executive and first Black to grow as members seek to
pitcher to win in the World inform their peers and the
Series. Held Friday, October public on the party's stance on
15, the event was to help col- the upcoming election issues,
lect monies for Black's schol- including a smooth governarship fund and success- ment,
self-accountability,
fully raised over $1 million, and Jess taxing. Not only is
as Morgan students and the the campus's chapter active
school's surrounding com- in national politics, but also
munity packed the school's in the local arena, as memConcert Hall. After sharing of bers help with a Louisiana
his old friendship with the U.S. Senator candidate David
man of the hour and other Vitter's campaign.
experiences in his life, Cosby
declared had things worked
out, Morgan was to be have
been his undergraduate stud-Compiled By
ies' home.
Chan·eah Jackson

Fortitude', 'Bison'
BY AEJA 0 . WASHINGTON
Contributing Writer

The University of Vienna.
The sculpture that you
have seen in front of Carnegie
Hall was a gift to the uni\'Crsity fron1 Hobart Tavlor,
a former n1embcr of Howard
Univcrsit) Board of Trustees.
Taylor passed in April of
1980 and later had the sculpture "Symbiosis" donated
to Howard University. The
sculpture was created by
Richard Hunt.
Symbiosis. 1neaning a
relationship of mutual benefit
or dependence, was dedicated
to Howard Univcrsicy on Dec.
2, 1981. The sculpture was
made out of co1ten steel and it
stands nine feet tall and four
feet wide.
According to the Art
Resource Technical Senice in
~1aryland, the sculpture has
been appraised at a 'alue of

On April 28, i979,
members of Alpha Chapter.
Delta Sig1na Theta Sorority,
Incorporated, a national public service sorority founded at
Howard University in i913,
unveiled a sculpture in the
Valley Iv1all at 3:15 p.m. to
honor its founders.
Called "Fortitude," the
steel-fabricated sculpture,
created by James King, stands
12 feet and 6 inches in height
and has an mn azing 12 feet
arm to ann span. The sculpture symbolizes the attributes
of strength, courage, hope,
wisdom. beauty and femininity as depicted by the 22
founders of Delta Sign1a Theta
Sorority. Incorporated.
The art expression is
.
sculpted in cortcn steel. The $50,000.
metal grows in beauty with
age and through the process of
oxidization, the color changes
from silver to a rustic rc<lorange to a dark rich bronze
tone. The total process can
take about two to three years.
The figure is shown pushing fonvard as the tension of
her thighs portrays strength.
Her outreached hand denotes
receiving of love and the giving of oneself to others. Her
facial features depict courage
and dt'termination. Iler color
tone represents the glorious
gradations of pign1entations
of the Black woman. The total
form not only denotes fortitude but stands to inspire
women, in particular Black
women, to move forcefully to
meet the challenges of life.
The sculptor J ames King
is one of the nation·s n1ost
gifted sculptors. He was born
in Chicago and was educat\t"'rlen~ "11'4throot-- ~tufT Pboto~rapht"r
ed at a number of elite uni-'
" Fortitude" is located in
versities around the world,
including The Art Institute of the Valley and stands 12
feet tall.
Chicago, Goethe Institute and

\1•rh:ru.- Jli\\thrun~·~ ~tart l'ltultti:nlpht:r

Appraised at a value of $50,000, t he sculpture located in
front of Carnegie Hall was donated to the school in 1981.
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you have priorities.
let them guide you as you build your career.
define what's important to you and see
what's important to others.
pwc.com/mypriorities
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M.O.M.I.E. 's TLC Reforms
City Education
BY REVAE THARPS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Guyot
Defends
ANC
Position
BY RACHEL WADE
Contributing Writer

Lawrence
Guyot,
the
Advisory
Neighborhood
Commissions
(ANC)
Commissioner of Ward iB01,
which includes Slowe and
Carver Hall, is running for reelection on Nov. 2 in the ANC
elections. "I have been campaigning vigorously," Guyot said
about his efforts to encourage
Howard students to vote in the
presidential election. "The students' votes are powerful," said
Guyot, who has been the ANC
Commissioner for 10 years and
feels that he is more than qualified to the job. "My record shows
that I have the experience."
ANC is the body of government with the closet official ties
with the community. "Sinclair
Skinner, Nate Matthews, Jarvis
Houston and I, are all running
for seats on the board," Guyot
said. These four men can be seen
on Howard's campus any given
day promoting political aware-,
ness to the students.
Guyot, a Mississippi native,
has an incredible history in politics and radical civil rights movements. At the age of 66, a person
could only wonder what is the
drive behind this man's determination. "I've been involved in
politics all my life and I come
from a place where people refuse
to discuss the race issue. There
is nothing that is not political in
this world. If a person uses the
tools of politics, that person will
have power."
Most candidates vying for
political positions have uncertainties concerning future problems and goals. "One of my
major concerns is not listening
to opponents and making sure
the people judge me based on
my merit." Guyot, who received
the Living Legacy of Martin
Luther King Award presented by
Mayor Anthony Williams, wants
to continue the functions of the
most creative commission for
another term. He said he would
like to work "with Howard and
not by Howard in order to benefit people other than Howard."
Just as he fought for congression~l representation in the
1960s for the Voting Rights Act
to be passed in Mississippi, he
is fighting with the same fuel to
get as many people to vote as
possible this year.
Though he receives appraisal
from the nation's capitol as well
as in other states for his hard
work, Guyot is faced with a lot
of negative energy. "As long as
you know the law, you can never
go wrong. I am not going to cave
in when the law allows business
to legitimately operate," Guyot
said in reference to the opposition from councilmember Jim
Graham who has been incorporative in helping with Guyot's
past projects.
Besides
working
on
Howard's campus, he has been
distributing flyers, preparing
for the Ledroit Park Festival on
Oct. 23, and working with the
community to get his job done.
"The people wanted a deli built
in their neighborhood, and I
worked hard to see that is was
built as ANC Commissioner of
Ward 1Bo1," Guyot said, elaborating on how he listens to the
voice of the people.
If re-elected, Guyot would
like to continue satisfying the
people of Ward 1Bo1 and plans
to continue serving the people
the best way he knows how. "It's
about making people's dreams
come true," he said.

When eight-year-old Akili
Tobechi complained about
his writing assignment, Ayize
Sabaper responded, "You just
have to apply yourself." At the
same table, across from them
are two more students working
on various homework assignments. They are sitting in room
with gleaming yellow walls
showered with student artwork
and the alphabet. It is a nurturing atmosphere with a plethora
of books, computers, and many
other devices for educating and
entertaining children. With
encouraging words, and help
from Sabater, Tobechi completes his assignment. He is a
student in the program founded
by Sabater, M.0.M.l.E's T.L.C.
M.O.M.l.E's TLC is an acronym for Mentors of Minorities
in Education's Total Learning
Cis-tem. M.O.M.l.E's TLC is
an innovative learning system
designed to bolster the educational outcomes for at-risk,
inner city children. "Our mission is to nurture the genius of
children," said Sabater.
M.O.M.I.E'sTLCwasfounded in 2000 in Washington, DC,
in response to the horrific educational outcomes that far too
many low-income inner-city

children experience.
"Too tnany kids don't have a
future out here because of their
parents and the school system.
The result is the highest murder
rate in the nation. It's crazy,"
said senior chemical engineering major, Christopher Jones.
Sabater reflects back on his
years at Morehouse College,
in Atlanta, Georgia. There, he
and another student started a
program called the Morehouse
Male Mentoring program. " I
literally remember walking to
this building and stepping over
shells from a gun," he said. He
recalls asking the children about
it, and them brushing it off like
it was something as ordinary
as walking on cement. He also
remembers a black teacher
telling her unruly student, "sit
down. Your father wasn't nothing and you're not going to be
nothing."
Sabater believes that the
U.S. educatior:.al system is failing black males," I find it absurd
that there are more black men
in prison than in college," he
said. Rachel Hofmann, a junior
political science major blames
the systems imperfections on
the governn1ent. "There is more
federal money designated to
other areas like defense rather
than education," she said.
Sabater says the organiza-
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tion is still in an infant stage.
However, they have achieved
many victories. Ultimately, the
organization aims to establish a
model educational system that
will improve educational results
for children locally in the U.S.
and subsequently, the world.
"I think this program is
necessary for young black chilJordan C'olbtrl· ;\~~I. Phoro f..dhor
dren," said senior english major Children come to this building in the basement of the All
Asha Isaac. "It is good that they Souls Baptist Church to receive 'TLC' for their studies.
start at such a
young age when
M.O.M.l.E's TLC developed a three point
it is easier to
mold and shape
strategy to address the urgent educational •
their character."
needs of at-risk children. The strategies include:
Jonathan Pratt,
junior business
management
Direct Educational Services via
major, agrees on
high quality in/out of school
the necessity of
programs.
this program, " I
think it's needed
because it starts
Parental/ Community
from the home.
Engagement via training, advoIf children are
cacy and organizing.
not disciplined
or have nothing
Multi-Media or interactive prodto look forward
ucts/ services. They are developing a
to they go astray.
If mentors come
variety of interactive products such
in and show
as children's books, children's musithem care and
cal recordings, animated projects,
love, the beneand other interactive programs to
fits are endless,"
improve the educational process.
he said.

This strategy could impact millions.

D.C. Officials Call Water Safe, Residents Uncertain
BY KAMILLE WHITTAKER
Contributing Writer

Flit Photo

While D.C. Health officials, continue to say that the water
is safe, residents are still uncertain.

Reduced lead levels in water
were expected within one year.
That was the plan; however,
the orthophosphate may have
shaken off a layer of rust and
bacteria inside city water pipes,
causing a sudden spike in bacteria levels, according to the EPA.
Out of 179 water samples, 10.6
percent contained significant
levels of bacteria, exceeding the
federal limit of five percent.
Although tests by the EPA
did n~t find specific, diseasecausing bacteria, the violation
forces ci tywater officials to notify
residents like Ray Smith whose
daughters, ages two and a half
and eight m.onths, are considered to be in one of three at-risk
groups-the eldery, pregnant
women, and children under six.
After nlonitoring emergencyroom visits and sales of overthe-counter drugs, the city

reported that there has been no
recent increase in symptoms of
waterborne or foodborne illness
related to the bacteria findings.
"The water is safe," maintained Gregg A. Pane, acting director of the DCDOH.
The DC Department of Health
(DCDOH), who previously
issued a fact sheet for those
who thought their home had
high levels of lead in spring,
offers similar advice to deal
with the bacteria problem.
Families should use cold
water for drinking and cooking because hot water contains
higher levels of lead, and is an
ideal environment for bacteria.
They also suggest that families
use drinking and cooking water
onh after performing other
"high wateruseactivitit·s,suchas
bathing, showering, flushing the
toilet, or washing your clothes."

Ray Smith is not convinced.
With only months elapsing
since the district's Water and
Sewer Authority (WASA) first
revealed excessive lead levels
in the water, WASA's frequent
mailers to ·assure district residents that aggressive action
is being taken on the water
issue are what this D.C. father
calls:
"junk '
mail."
"They [WASA] send out mail
trying to convince us that the
orthophosphate they are using
is cleaning up the water, but
then I hear on the news that
DC's water is getting worse!"
Indeed it is. An announcement
by Environn1ental Protection
Agency (EPA) officials late
September stated that bacteria
levels in DC tap water exceeded federal health standards
for the first time since 1996.
According to the EPA,
Orthophosphate is the culprit.
On Aug. 23 the Washington
Aqueduct began adding orthophosphate to the finished drinking water supply in an effort
to reduce lead leaching from
pipes into drinking water. The
areas where orthophosphate
was added include the District
of Columbia, Arlington, Falls
Church, Vienna, and parts of
northeastern Fairfax County.
The "corrosion inhibitor" is
supposed to form a protective
coating inside service pipelines
and household plumbing to
prevent lead from leaching into
drinking water. As a food grade
chemical, it is generally recogFlit Photo
nized as safe by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) Students and residents have to find new ways to make sure
and is certified for use by the their water is clean.
National Sanitation Foundation.

Local Haunted Houses Become Legend
remains are still there. The jani- dow. We never went back in the
Contributing Writer
tor was never caught."
building since," Watson said.
"When we were in junior
According
to
The
When 1nost people die, they high, we went to Old Gage Paranormal Travel Guide, the
tend to leave their hometowns snooping around. My friends house is said to be haunted by
and houses behind. But for and I were walking around the 11 ghosts. The Omni Shoreham
some, their spirits never check building and there were dead Hotel at 2500 Calvert Street
out, leaving many places haunt- birds and rats everywhere. We NW has a room that is named
ed throughout our area.
felt like we were getting touched tl1e "Ghost Suite" and is said
Tony Watson, a native of by something. I then saw a fig- to be haunted. According to
D.C., explained the urban leg- ure that looked like an old man. the history from the hotel, the
end of N.P. Gage School, or No one else saw it but me. We hotel opened in 1930 and one
"Old Gage", located on Elm then left out the window we had of the owners, Henry Doherty,
and Second Street NW. Watson climbed through and one of my took an area of rooms where he
said, "There was a janitor at the friends leg was being held back stayed with his wife and daughschool in the Sos who went mad by something. There was noth- ter. Juliette Brown, an execuand killed about six children. ing there. Next thing we knew tive housekeeper who took care
He burned the buildiug but the he was thrown out the win- of the family also lived in one of
BY COLLEEN ZELLMER

the suites. One morning Juliette
was not feeling well and tried
to make a phone call but died
suddenly of natural causes. The
Doherty's adopted daughter,
Helen also mysteriously died
in the suite. Some say it was
suicide.
Cindy Moulder, director of
rooms, said, "It is procedure that
when housekeeping is finished,
to leave all the doors in the
suites open. One day the door
to the master suite in the "ghost
room" was closed and when I
opened it I got a strange feeling
and the hairs on my body were
standing up." She also said t11at

housekeepers have told her
According to Haunted
District of Columbia there are
other areas in D.C. that are said
to be haunted like The White
House, where Abe Lincoln
is said to stalk the halls. The
Octagon House, once used as
The White House has a ghost of
a pregnant woman who jumped
to her death at the top of the
stairs. Many things, including a
black cat known as the demon
cat that appears before national
tragedies also haunt the Capitol
Building.
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Wednesday October 27, 2004
Howard University
12:00 PM· 4PM
'

The Valley
Rain Location: Burr Gymnasium

Audition for your chance to win an 05' Ford Focus ST*
Prepare a quote, monologue or line from a movie or TV show. Dress the part if you dare. Do what ever it takes to
impress our panel of judges. Winners will be selected at each campus tour stop.
Prizes include a trip to LA and meeting with a casting agent. Attend a Hollywood premiere and much, much more!
Enter the Talent Drive sweepstakes online for a chance to win. One overall contest winner and one lucky online voter
ill drive off in an OS' Ford Focus ST.
WWW.FORDFOCUSTALENTDRIVE.COM

ENTERTAINMENT

CO~'\JECT~

~g:J~~sony

\1/lLW1\/lf\

*Grand Prize is a 2year lease on a Ford Focus ST. No Purchase Necessary. Void where prohibited. Open to legal residents of the SO states of
the U.S. and D.C., 16 years or older as of 9/15/04. Ends 11/30/04. Any depictions of the Prize are for illustrative purposes only and may not be
actual prize awarded. See Official Rules for complete details ai www.fordfocustalentdrive.com.

•

Sony®, Connect®, VAIO® and Walkman® are the trademarks or re~stered trademarks of Sony Corporation and/or its affiliates.
Ford®and Focus® are re~stered trademarks of The Ford Motor Company. All rights reserved

•

Are Your Stu ent Leaders Wor ·ng For You?
Fill out this su1vey, and return it to the Hilltop Office located in the
Howard West Plaza Towers by November 7.
Look for the Student Leaders Mid-Term Review
November 9-16.
LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!!

Kings, Queens Introduced at Ball
BALL, from Campus A2

City. Wood said that she came
up with the theme because she
wanted to let students know that
the ball was a connection to the
pageant.
"I wanted to tie the theme
of the Coronation Ball in with
the pageant theme, 'When We
Think of Home We Think of a
Place...Howard University' and

take the event to the next level,
something attractive and fun for
the students," she said.
Darrell Suber came from
Bowie State University in Bowie,
Md. to attend the Coronation
Ball.
"It's different at my school.
We don't have events like this.
I think that the ball is nice," he
said.
Homecoming Coordinator

Lauren Bridges said that the
events of the weekend were a
good start to the things that are
to come during homecoming
week.
"I think that everything went
exceptionally well. I feel confident about the upcoming week
because the first couple of shows
were so successful. I'm excited
about what the rest of the week
is going to bring," she said.

Students Seek Internships, Jobs
FAIR, from Campus A2

the theory that companies cannot find enough qualified applicants," Dudley said.
David Futrowsky, director
of field operations for the Fox
Entertainment Group spoke
about the caliber of Howard students compared with students
at other schools.
"Some Howard University
students bring great knowledge to the table for us, but it
depends on the students' initiative alone," Futrowsky said.
Students, such as Byron
Stewart, felt the University
should have made special
accommodations for students
who wanted to attend the fair.
"I think classes should have
been held at the job fair or cancelled. I was required to be at
the job fair and class because it
is nlidterm time. Students ended
up being forced to choose where
they wanted to be when they
were both of equal importance,"
said Stewart, who is the School
of Communications Student
Council president.
Students not majoring in
the journalism or radio-television-film field felt they were left
out of the job fair.
"With my major, there was
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no point of me attending
because no law firms or
law schools were there
to help me get a foot
in the door and pre- 1
pare for graduate .stud- "'>;".°"~:;"!
ies," sophomore legal
communications major
Jeanie Fougere said.
Some
recruiters
view Howard students
as motivated to gain
experience in their
respective fields.
"Once they learn
about the company and
its purpose, the drive
comes out of the student even more. That is
why I have been conling
every year for the last
15 years," said Anthony
Harris. director of
en1ployment
human
~t ark Kini:· S1arr Pbotojtn pher
resources at the Bureau Students sought jobs and internof National Affairs, ships on Thursday and Friday.
Incorporated.
W i 1b e r f o r c e
"We have one big job fair at
University was one of the thir- school that has close to nothing
ty-six colleges/universities with . for people in my major. This
students represented at the job six-hour drive was well worth it.
fair.
I wanted to find a small to midLadonna Jackson, a senior size paper to start work after I
mass media communications graduate and I found that here,"
major at Wilberforce felt this job Jackson said.
fair captured the needs of communications majors.

Who is the current HUSA President time.
a) yes
Who is the Vice President
b) no
1.

Do you feel the HUSA Administration
is visible?
a) yes
b) no
c) uncertain
2.

3. Does HUSA address your concerns?
a) very Much So
b) adequately
c) somewhat
d) not Really
e) don tknow

7. Do you feel HUSA has or will make any

tangible changes this term?
a) yes
b) no
8. Do you hear about HUSA events?
a) yes
b) no
9. If yes, how do you hear about HUSA
events?
a) word of mouth
b) fliers or bulletins
c) email

4.
Do you feel the current HUSA
Administration is a good representation of
you as a Ho\-vard Student?
10 .. Do you attend HUSA events?
a) yes
a) yes
b) no
b) no
c) uncertain
11. Do you believe you understand what
5. If there was ever an incident year where HUSA is supposed to do
your interests were at stake do you feel
a) yes
the current HUSA Administration would
b) no
vocalize your opinion as a student to the
12. Compared to last year is the HUSA
Howard administration
a) Yes I am most certain the current Administration
administration could voice my concerns as
a) much better
b) somewhat different
a student
b) No, the.administration is so far
c) about the same
removed from the student body to voice
d)worse
my concern
c) Uncertain, I do not know enough 13. Give HUSA a rating
about the current HUSA administration to
A.
make an informed decision.
B.

c.

6. If there was ever a problem would you
feel comfortable going to the HUSA Office
to discuss your issue unannounced with
the whomever was in the office at the

D.
F.

HEARST FELLOWSHIPS

wit extreme ta ent

This is the kind of opportunity that only comes
once in a lifetime. The prestigious Hearst
Fellowships program 1s now accepting
applications from qualified candidates. If, you
plan to graduate with a journalism degree or
have compelling experienc e in journalism,
photography or graphic d esign, this program
can put your career on the fast track
The Hearst Fellowships enable you to receive
two years of hands-on work experience with
pay and benefits. The program is dedicated
to recruiting, training and retaining the best
talent in reporting, editing, photojournalism,
design and graphics. If accepted, you' II
have the advantage of working at three or
more Hearst newspapers or at Hearst s
Washington Bureau.
The process is tough. The selection
competitive. That's what makes it such a
great opportunity for the few extremely
talented graduates who earn Hearst
Fellowships. Don't miss this chance to work
with some of the best people in the business.
If you've got what it takes, Hearst Fellowships
has the program to launch your successful
career. Apply now.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS:
DECEMBER 1, 2004
For more information on how to apply,
contact Kenn Altine at:
Phone: 713-362-7906
Email:
kenn.altine@chron.com
Address: Hearst Fellowships
801 Texas Avenue
Suite 823
Houston, TX 77002

Hearst Fellowships
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HOWARD HOMECOMIN& WEEKEND
AT

THE COMMON SHARE
OVVA.RD UNIVERSITY
REMAINING FOOTBALL ·
SCHEDULE

•• lmart. Drink Ch••P
THURSOAY/10.28

THe THROWOOWN
$2.00 Sais Ale
$5.00 Long tilarids
$2.00 Si1on Shooter

(HOMECOMING)
October 30
vs NORFOLK STATE Wash., DC 1 p.m.

l.4die1 _ price drinkl until midnight

November 6
at South Carolina State Orangeburg, SC 1 :30 p.m .

$2.00 Foggy Ale
$5.00 ~ng Illand
$2.00 Sison Shooter

November 13
at Bethune-Cookman Daytona Beach, FL 4 p.m.

vs

November 20
DELAWARE STATE Wash., DC 1 p.m.

FRIDAY/10.29
TA~

NO PRIS0NEAS

Ladles_ price drinks until midnight
SATIJRDAY/10 .30
THE AFTERMATH

$2.00Sierro Nevada
$5.00 Long Island
$ 3.00 Heineken
$2.00 Sison Shooter
l.4dlu _ price drinks until midnight
Pool Tobie
Sotdflte TV• on both ftoorf
COMPUMENT.ARY 8VFFET WED. - FRI. 61'.M. - 9 P.M.
fun. " "'d. 5:30 rm I am, Jhurt 5 ~ r I l im. frl. 5:)0 pm -)am, MI. 7 pm- );im
THE GATEWAY TO ADAMS MORGAN
200318111 St. NW
(20Z) 518-6881

rms COULD BE YOU IN THE YEARBOOK

YOUR NAME
YOUR HOMETOWN
YOUR MAJOR

•

DON'T PROCRASTINATE OR YOU'LL MISS JTf
~y, '1fov. 1- 'Friday,'1fov. 5 ('Unlergrais On~)
~y, '1fov. l

-

'Friday, 1fov. 12

(Seniors §raduati118 in 'Dcce1116er 2004 or'May 2005)

' 'Music Listenin8 'Roo»1(1Jasentent Leve{oj1J(ack6urn Center)

..... . ,_•., 12:ooyni-8ym :EverylayJ!

1.fyou fuwe any tpUstfons you can ea«the 'Bison Yearfuof at 806-7870,
Stoy by §-06 (n the 'Bkuffurn Center, or !EmaU us at
6isonyr6k2005@yahoo.com.

1Jtson rear6oot
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lnapproriate

BY KEITH LAING
Life & Style editor

The School of C Job Fair
has come and gone, and I'n1 still
very much unemployed.
Despite this sad realization,
I took small comfort in the fact
that I am not alone.
As I was contemplating the
possible reasons for this unfortunate circumstance, that was
enough to keep me from wallowing in self-pity.
On the positive front, all the
recruiters I spoke with seemed
genuinely impressed with my
resume. Well, except one, from
a ce1tain newspaper in the
Sunshine State who I wanted to
tell to kiss tne where the sun
doesn't shine. But that's a story
for another edition of Lifelines
entirely.
An)"vay, as I was sending
out e-mails for one of the organizations that have made 1ne a
Rubberband Man, this. week's
column donned on me. I glanced
at some of the addresses of the
members and wondered how
this might have affected some
people's chances this week.
Now, I like to express myself
just as much as the nex't guy, in all
sorts of creative ways. However,
for professional purposes, my email address is comprised of my
initials and last name. Nothing
fancy at all. It's just enough to
let you know who I am and give
you a way to reach me. After all,
isn't that the purpose of an email address in the first place?
I mean, as much as I'd like to
use Im a_G_and_ur_not@Emailthis.com, I realize that you
usually only get one chance at
making a first impression. And
as first impressions go, that one
is all bad.
I mean, no matter how
sparkling my resume, an e-n1ail
address like that will quickly
send a message to a recn1iter
that I'm not serious about joining the ranks of the gainfully
e1nployed. Or I'll have to waste
precious interview time explaining my disastrous electronic
identification choices.
It's the same reason I took
"Forever I Love Atlanta" off my
answering machine. By now, rm
sure loyal Lifelines readers will
understand how difficult that
was for m<>, being a homer and
all, but I just didn't think any
potential boss would care about
the fondness that Lil' Scrappy
and I share for our hometown.
But seriously, I know it
shouldn't matter which name
we receive our tnail under, but
the sad reality is that it does.
It secrns that the answer to the
age-old question ''What's in a
name?" is: Everything. A simple
thing like an e-mail address, one
that you and your friends think
is absolutely hilarious, could
easily become the thing that
separates two equally qualified
candidates. Which candidate
would you rather be?
Keith Laing is deeply moved
by youl' feedback, but keeps
mumbling that it doesn't pay the
bills while rummaging through
the classifieds. Please send
him some e11coul'agi11g words
at
life_n_styleo405@yahoo.
com soon, because he says
he's going to change his email add,.ess to will_work_4_
food@unemployed.edu.

_

_
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E-Mail.com ,

"I've used it on pretty much
Contributing Writer
everything, [but I know] it
doesn't sound as professional
Although some people as it could."
may regard e-mail names.
To her knowledge, the name
such as "freak_a_leak69," has yet to keep her from getting
and "2thug4u" as creative and a job. She said that in some
unique expressions of individu- ways, she believed it works to
ality. in the eyes of potential her advantage.
employers, they might get your
"It's a good conversation
resume a one-way ticket to the starter," she said.
trash can.
Walter Pearson, president
Students and young adults of Webcast Resume, said he
in general may have a tendency wholeheartedly disagreed. He
to go a little over the top in said that he believes there is
everything they do. Fashion nothing beneficial about inapand hairstyles have already propriate e-mail names.
seemingly been pushed to the
"If
it
is
limit, and now many students sexyhotmama@hotn1ail.com, it
at the l\lecca are trying to set shows that the student really
themsel\'es apart by creating doesn't understand business
colorful, unique e-mail names.
decorum," he said. "It's what
Freshman biology major, we call an eliminator."
Jodi Richardson, whose online
Peafson suggests that stuname is "fluffy_face," explained dents get a Yahoo account to
that she acquired the moniker use for business.
from a relative.
"[One] girl sent me an e"That was my nephew's mail from HUBarbie," he said.
nickname," she said. "I thought "I e-mailed her back and told her
it was cute so I used it."
to change her e-mail address."
Richardson said that she
In an article "What's in a
only has one e-mail account, and Name?" posted on calawjobs.
on resumes and job applications com, David Staffing's marketing
she gives out her ''fluffy_face" director Michelle Stute urges
address for prospective employ- job applicants to choose e-mail
ers to contact her.
names wisely.
BY JENNIFER BRYANT

The Name
.Game

@

_

"As a job seeker, you must

realize that your resume is part
of a nlarketing campaign, and
potential employers are your
audience," she wrote in her article. "Every bit of inforn1ation
you send to an employer communicates and reveals something about you."
Sophon1ore audio production major Karen Lawson said
she agreed completely. She said
that one of her friend's online
name.is Bootylicious6969.
"I really don't think it's
good. To have an e-mail like
that doesn't seem professional
at all," she said.
Nell Bradley, president
of Howard's D. Parke Gibson
chapter of the Public Relations
Student Society of America
(PRSSA), feels very strongly
about the negative consequenc\larL.
Starr Pholognaphc·r
es of inappropriate e-mails. She
said that she brought the issue With recruiters here for the School of Communications Job
up for discussion at the PRSSA Fair, students' e-mail addresses were a hot topic of advisers
"Pimp My Resume" workshop and professors.
held Monday of last week in the be a disadvantage for you."
and a place for everything,"
School of Communications.
The reality is that e-mail Bradley said. ''Most students
"Everyone is not on the addresses do influence the way and employers suggest having
same level as you are," she said. employers, and people in gen- hvo e-mail accounts: One for
"If you put 'Ginuwines_future_ eral, perceive others.
professional use and one for
babymomma,' everyone will not
"That doesn't mean people friends. That way you can still
understand it. Keep it as profes- should not be able to express be 'Iverson's_wifey,' and get a
sional as possible so it will not themselves, but there is a time good internship too."
Kio~-

Research Shows Medicine Can Ease Bad Memories
BY CIARA FAMBLE
Contributing Writer

Everyone has had an embarrassing moment that n1ade iliem just want
to sink into the floor and disappear.
Everyone has wished that they could
imn1ediately forget that particular
moment and continue about their daily
lives as if it never happened.
Well, it may soon be possible to
selectively forget embarrassing, terrifying, or traumatizing incidents. Like
somethingoutofsci-fi films like "Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind" and
"The Manchurian Candidate," scientists
have begun research on a drug that will
allow people to forget their most painful memories aln1ost at will and have
dubbed it "therapeutic forgetting," according to The Washington Post.
The scientific studies, which have
mostly been conducted on small groups
in the United States and France, have
used propranolol, a drug that blocks
the stress hormones which cause memories to be burned into one's brain.
The studies have caused quite a controversy in the scientific world, with
advocates supporting the drug because
of its ability to ease the effects of posttraun1atic stress disorder (PTSD) in
soldiers, people who suffered losses in
the Septe1nber 11 attacks, and victin1s
of other traumatic acts. Those who are
opposed tend to think it is immoral,
unethical, and believe that our memories make substantial contributions to
who we are as people.
However, the drug would not erase
the memories completely; it would
simply case the emotional effects of

\tarlrnc· H:tnthron('-
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According to The Washington Post, current scientific studies may lead to
the increase in "therapeutic forgetting," with pills helping to reduce PostTramautic Stress Disorder (PTSD).

them and allow those once affected by
it to go about their Jives without feeling
anxiety or fear.
Several psychologists have said
that they are unsure of the possible future implications of the drug. Dr. Lloyd
Sloane, a social psychologist in Howard
University's psychology depaitment,
said he concurred that more research
needs to be done.
"It's a very an1biguous study,
and almost too new to comment on,"
Sloane said. "It's unclear how much
control people will have OYer who gets

the drug. There may also be issues
wiili son1eone wanting to eventually
remember something he had erased
before. Also, it is unclear how people
will learn from their mistakes. If they
don't have memories, how will they
learn to cope?"
Several students said Lhey also
have mixed feelings about the possible
implications ofsuch a drug. Sophomore
Briana Pickett said she felt iliat il is
totallv acceptable because the pill does
not erase memories. Pickett also praises the potentially positive outcome.

"I feel that it's okay because a person shouldn't have to feel threatened
[because of a memory]. As to whether
it's ethical or not, I think it's up to
the person. In this case, science isn't
going too far because it isn't changing
your brain, it's just easing the pain."
Other students, like sophomore Kesha
Fauntleroy, said that they are totally
opposed to the process.
"I wouldn't do it because a certain
memory might help me in the future,
or it might help me help someone in
the future. There is a reason why we
experience everything, and changing
that is unethical."
However, still others, like sophomore finance major Ebone Bowles
said that the~ believed that it:; effects
would be positive, but only for those
who really need it.
··n's both a good idea and a bad
one," Bowles said. "It is good because
it helps you forget pain, but it's bad for
the same reason. Pain is good sometimes because it makes you who you
are. But on the other hand, who wants
pain built up inside them? If it lifts
the spirits of those affected so they
don't have to deal with that p;,infu 1
situation anyn1ore, then why not," shl•
said. Sophomore acting 1najor ~1egan
Weaver agrees.
"If a person has PTSD, and getting
rid of the me1nory can make him or her
a better person by allowing them not to
be affected by their tragedy anymore,
then I understand it. But I don't think
that drugs should be abused, and I really don't think it should be used to get
rid of bad memories that have helped
you learn and grow as a person."

Down Honte Cooking Down the Street Fro01 CaIDpus
BY KHARISMA MITCHELL
Contributing Writer

\la) u GUlh1n1 Stnlnr Photo t-:dllor

Despite its proximity to campus, many students have never tasted the soul
food of Torrie's at Wilson's, located across the street from the HU Hospital.

Many students are familiar with
Georgia Avenue restaurants such
as ~tcDonald's and China Wonder.
However, some may not be aware that
soul food has a home on the busy street
as well, Torrie's at Wilson's on the intersection of Georgia Avenue and V Street.
Torrie's at Wilson's is a restaurant
that many Howard students are vaguely
familiar with. After all, students pass
the fan1ily-oriented restaurant on a daily
basis on their way to CVS or to the
Shaw:.Howard Metro station, but several, like freshman accounting major
Kimberly Harris, said that they have
never stopped to enjoy the experience of
their "down home, low country cooking"
for then1selves.
''[It's] not that I wouldn't go," Harris
said. "I just never got around to it. I
heard the food was good, so I ,¥in definitely check the place out for my self."
Students like Harris probably are

not aware that Wilson's specializes in
soul food style breakfast, lunch and dinner. Their menu covers specialties ranging from steak and eggs, to barbecue ribs
and sweet potatoes. Some of their nlost
popular dishes are the co11ard greens.
fried whiting fish, crab cakes and nrncaroni and cheese. Light lunch dishes
like sandwiches, hamburgers and soups
are also available, and everyday there is
a different food special, keeping things
new for the costumers.
Howard students are not the biggest
costumers of vVilson's, but Wilson's is
looking to change that. Supervisor Kirk
Adair said that he feels that the business
from Howard students .. could be better."
To make it better, he said that the restaurant "could maybe offer n1ore student
specials and host parties and gatherings
for st11dents."
Senior econon1ics major Kristina
Baily said she agreed with Adair.
"Having student specials would bring
See WILSON'S, News 87
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HU Alum is a Top Dog, Nationally Syndicated Cartoonist
BY JANA HOMES
Hilltop Staff Writer

With all the lrials and tribulations a student at Howard
University endures, there is often
a struggle just to graduate. ·\dd
this accomplishment to a degree
from the Yale Law School, and
a nationally syndicated comic
strip appearing in over a dozen
publications, and you have the
story of Steven Watkins.
Watkins, who earned a
Bachelor of Science degree in
mathematics in 1995, is the creator of "Housebroken," a comic
strip designated as a Vibe "Juice
100" about a bankrupt, rapping
pit-bull named DJ Dog, now Jiving in suburbia with the Watson
family.
"The parents in the strip are
based on my parents, in that
the mother throws shoes at her
children occasionally, and the
father likes to walk around in
his underwear," Watkins said
of the fictitious family unit in a
recently granted interview with
The Hilltop.
The Hilltop (TII): Where did you
get the inspiration for the lead
character, DJ Dog? Is he based
off of anyone we may know?
Steve Watkins (SW): I drew
pictures of Snoopy since I was
three years old.
DJ Dog is
essentially a "ghetto Snoopy."
I try to put him in everyday
situation and ask, "What would
Allen Iverson do?"
TH: It has been reported that the

characters helped you study for
the bar. How did that work?
SW: Studying for the bar was so
boring, I would draw pages of
comic strips with DJ Dog, and
study those. For example, I had
him shoot Garfield in defense
of his home, and my character
would come in and analyze the
issues.
TH: You took an interesting

career path. How did math lead
to law, and finally, a career as a ·
cartoonist?
SW: Higher-level math classes
are essentially written proofs
that are a good background for
legal briefs, or so I claime l on
my law school applications. Yale
Law School does not give letter
grades, so I took quite a bit of
time working on the strip while
there. The math background
helped, because if you really
want to think about it, most
comic strips, although creative,
are also logical. You have one
panel to set the scene, the second
panel to advance the joke, and
the third panel to make the joke.
TH: Do you believe that everyone
has one calling in life? If so,
what is the importance of finding
it?
SW: I don't !mow if everyone
has one calling in life, and even if
they do, it may. not pay the bills.
However, finding it is important,
because you don't want to spend
your life wondering "What if."

rejection that came before your
eventual success?
SW: It is very difficult to obtain
a first-year summer position
at a law firm, so my room
was decorated with about 70
rejection letters until I got a
position at one of the top firms
in New York. After that, the
various rejection letters from
newspaper syndicates were not
that big of a deal.
TH: There seems to be a lot
of social commentary in your
work. Have you ever gotten any
criticisn1 for some of the satirical
jabs?
S\Y: I have the little boy in the
strip dress up as "Blackman,
the Black superhero." Some
readers didn't like it when I
had him protecting the house
from burglars with a Physics

textbook, claiming, "A \\Thite
man's greatest fear is a Black
man with an education."
TH: Where do the ideas for the
jokes come from?
SW: Like 1said, I try to put Allen
Iverson in whatever situations
I can think of. Or I think of a
potential sketch for "Chappelle's
Show," that I can put in the strip.
For example, I had DJ Dog teach
Tiger Woods how to "keep it
real," with tattoos and jerseys, to
help him improve his golf game.
TH: How long does it take to
illustrate each strip?
SW: Because I have color in the
strips on the computer, I would
estimate four hours, unlesf I
draw a famous person, which
usually takes a lot of trial and
error for me to draw.

before you graduate. Also, I don't
think most Howard students
have this problem, which I
did, but check your shyness at
the door. That is to mean, you
have self-promote your creative
endeavors at all Limes, because
no one else will.

TH: How many drafts do you
typically go through before a
strip is ready for publication?
SW: It really depends. If there
is so1nething obvious 1n the
news that strikes a chord, it's
easy. For the elections, I have
the Terminator coming back
in Lime lo altempt to get rid of
Keny. However, some weeks,
the news is slow, and I get stuck,
until my editor says I run about
to get fined.

"Housebroken" 1s syndicated
by Tribune Media Services
and published m the Detroit
Free Press, Chicago Tribune,
Atlanta Journal-Constitution,
Miami Herald, Seattle PostIntelligencer, and over ten other
publications.
A compilation
book, Housebroken: There's a
New Dawg in To\\n, has also been
released by Andrews l\1cMeel
Publishing. The strip can also be
seen on Watkin's website, www.
myhousebroken.com.

TH: What tips can you offer to
any students who would like to
do so111ething of this nature?
S\V: Realize you can get started
early. If you want to put out a
comic strip or comic book, or
just write, you can do that while
at Howard. If you do it right,
you can be ready for the big time
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Cartoonist Steve Watkins, a member of Howard University's Class of 1995, produces the nationally syndicated comic strip
" Housebroken."
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Fashion Goes Above and Beyond the World of Hip-Hop
BY JAMEELAH BROUGHTON
Asst. Life & Style Editor

Often
when
AfricanAmericans are honored for
their contributions to t11e fashion industry, hip-hop clothing
lines like Sean John, Rocawear
and Baby Phat are thrown to
the forefront, leaving other
African-American
designers
unnoticed and un-awarded.
It seems that the ingenuity of saturating hip-hop lyrics with hip-hop fashion labels
produces an influx of sales
while simultaneously providing
free advertisement. Although
this entrepreneurial spirit is
quite clever and deserves the
praise and honor it typically
has received, other AfricanAn1ericans who contribute
to the billion dollar fashion
industry s01netimes go under

/
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Popular African-American designers like Lawrence Steele
(pictured) and Kevan Hall are often overshadowed by the
popularity of lines such as Roe-a-Wear and Sean John.

the radar.
For instance, senior biology major Marcus Scales said,
"I really don't know too many
African-American
designers
that are not a part of the hiphop industry."
Several students pursuing
careers in fashion, like senior
fashion major ~1yra Sketts,
said they were disheartened by
this fact.
"I think it is cool that hiphop artists are becoming entrepreneurs and venturing into
fashion, but sometimes their
designs lack the creativity and
design quality found in lines
created by designers that have
been designing for years."
Senior fashion merchandising major Raven Williams
said she is also disappointed
with the lack of attention given
to other designers.

ente1

"I think it is important for
people to know that there are
prominent African-American
designers that do not cater to
the hip-hop industry," she said
Students who share Sketts'
and Williams' sentiments can
look to designers like Kevan
Hal\. Lav-1rence Steele and B.
Michael for inspiration.
Kevan Hall is the head
designer and creative director for the House Of Halston.
According to an article that
ran in the February 2000 issue
of Ebony, during the 1970s,
the House of Halston was in
its pritne and internationally
known for luxurious and elegant designs. A decade later,
the House of Halston closed
its doors due to business conflicts. Although Halston died
See FASHION, News 67

There are several prominent
African-American designers who
aren't household names yet. Below
are s01ne of the best kept secrets of
the world of Black fashion.
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Kierra Sheard Repays Her Debt
With Debut Album

Woman, Thou Art Lost on Screen l•

BY ASHANTAE JOHNSON

)
It is extremely difficult to
deal with heavy issues such
as child molestation, ignored
abuse and conquering self. It is
even more difficult to criticize
such a film containing these
issues, enhanced by a victimized
woman finally fighting back.
"Woman Thou Art Loosed"
is the storyline of a little girl
who has her innocence taken a
way and grows up having to live
with that everyday of her life,
but it must be said.
Hopes were high walking
into Bishop T.D. Jakes' movie
h:ntHt..Com
rendition of "Woman Thou Art T.D. Jakes' popular novel " Woman, Thou Art Loosed" has
Loosed." Here was a movie been adapted Into a full-length movie, starring Kimberly Elise,
with real issues and an intrigu- Debbi Morgan and Jakes as himself.
ing plot, led by Kimberly Elise
Within the next hour and relationships with people in her
CU John Q," "Set It Off'), an
actress with a great deal of tal- a half, the audience is taken life.
through sequences of flashbacks
The downfall of the movie
ent.
The film begins with a to Michelle's childhood experi- emerges when these people talk
powerful church revival scene ences leading up to the present. through direct confessionals to
in which the main character, Her mother, whom she refers to the camera rather than showing
Michelle (Elise) pulls out a gun by first n<1me, Cassie (Loretta these relationships to the audiand shoots at a target. There Devine) is the stereotypical sin- ence first hand. Several times
was never a face or anything gle parent struggling to find love throughout the film, unknown
else associated with t11e target, and companionship in the wrong characters appeared in the stoonly the fact that it lands her in men. Although somewhat pro- ryline without any background
I
jail confessing her life story to tocol, this is an important issue
in
the
movie
that
sheds
light
on
See LOST, News 87 I4
Bishop Jakes.
Michelle's other dysfunctional

Contributing Writer

Tight
Beats? ...Check!.. ..
Exceptional Vocals? ... Check!. ...
Positive Message? ..... Check!
Kierra
"Kiki"
Sheard,
daughter of renowned gospel

singer and performer for last
year's Homecoming Gospel
Show Karen Clark Sheard, has
dropped her solo debut gospel
album titled "I Owe You."
Many may remember Kierra
and her mother's outstanding
duet, a remix to Jill Scott's "You

'"W",l!aUft('h,('(1111

Love l\1e," that ended the gospel show and their promise of a
hot new CD by the 17-year-old.
Well, their warnings didn't do
the album an) justice because
this album has it all, from hiphop to contemporary gospel
melodies. It is guaranteed to
keep heads bobbing and hands
clapping.
Jn an interview on BET's
"Lift Every Voice," Kierra, a
Detroit native, assured listeners that completing this album
was her p<.'rsonal decision and
her mother or her aunts, gospel greats, The Clark Sisters,
didn't impose this project on
her.
During the interview,
Kiki admitted that she had the
option to sing secular music,
but she chose gospel because
she "owes" God at least that.
In her upbeat and electrifying song "Church Nite," Kiki
sings chord like, "it ain't no
shame cu1 it's a part of my
ga1ne believing in his name"
and "if you going to the game
you might have to wait for me
to get my dance on." In this
song, Kierra shares some of her
See KIKI, News 67

BY SHANAE HARRIS
Contributing Writer
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~General Registration~

· Spring 2005
Monday, November 1-Friday, November 12
9am - Midnight
SCHEDULE
DAY

.

Monda.,.{
Tuesda,v
WednesdarvThursda,v
Friday

November 1
November 2
November 3
November 4
November 5

"

Saturdarv
Sunda,v
Monda,v
Tuesda,1
Wednesdaiv
Thursda,v
Fridarv
M

M

M

M

'

M

.

.

November 6
November 7
November 8
November 9
November 10
November 11
November 12

.

CLASSIFICATION*

DATE

'

•

.

.

T

Senior
Junior
So :Jhomore IUnclassified
Freshman/ 3rd Year Law
Graduate I 1st Year Law
2nd Year Law
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students

-

J

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please refer to B.I.S.O.N. Web.

+

Students are required to meet with their academic advisors for discussion and approval of
proposed course selections before using BISONWeb (www.howard.edu).

+

Students must meet all prerequisite requirements.

+

Alternate PINs may be required for some students. Please check BISONWeb.

+ Special procedures are required for all LLM students before registering (see your advisor).
+ Students should print their schedules from the Web in a campus computer center.

+

First deferred payment for Spring 2005 is due December 20, 2004.

"
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Bison Keep Fingers Crossed After Aggies Stop Win Streak
BY JOHN SCHRIFFEN
Contributmg Wnter

GREENSBORO, N.C., - It all
came down to an extra point
attempt that would have sent the
game into a second overtime,
instead the kick sailc·d wide left,
possibly going with it the Bison's
chance at the MEAC title.
In Howard's second overtime game in as many weeks,
the script was flipped Saturday
night as the Bison could only
watch the Aggie players storm
the field after conspicuous play
calling and untimely turnovers
hand wrapped the 14-13 gift
victory over to North Carolina
A&T.

"Wejust Jet a MEAC championship slip through our fingers if you ask me," said senior
defensive back Ronald Bartell
.Jr. "I don't think there arc too
many teams out there who can
play with us.
JJcfensively, the Bison (43, 1-2) dominated the Aggies
offen c, allowing them only i74yard!.i of total offense on the evening. After Howard won the
toin toss in overtime it was not a
hard clc•cision for Coach Petty to
scncl out his dcf('nsive unit first.
Bt·tausc the Aggies were allowed

to hang around all night, even
though they were the physically
inferior team, they appeared to
get a morale boost once they survived regulation. On a second
and seven Chas Truesdale hid
behind his blockers and managed to find the end zone from
9-yards out and put the Aggies
ahead for the first time all night
14-7.
wr felt like we gave up a
cheap [touchdown] in overtime," Bartell said. "(Truesdale]
did a good job oh hiding behind
his blocker and personally I
couldn't see him so I stayed on
the outside. When I finally saw
him, he was in the end zone.. .1
think \o\e let uµ on him."
Howard now knew that
they needed nothing less than
a touchdown to tie up the game
and send it into another overtime
period On their first offensive
play of overtime, senior quarterback Marcos Moreno threw a
25-yard bomb down the field to
wide receiver .Jarahn Williams
for the touchdown.
All Howard needed was an
extra point from placP kicker
.Justin Brantley After a bad snap
by Tralan Andrews, Brantley
was out of sync and pulled the
ball just left of the upright.

\II Pro l'ttr•lo,:n.ph~

After a sizzlin g overtime win last week, the Bison could not keep the momentum going h eading into Ho mecoming weekend. The Bison lost a disapp ointing overtime game 14-13.

"It looked like the snap was
a little high," said head coach
Ray Petty. [BrantleyJ is normally pretty good ahout hitting
those extra points. I felt good
•
about him kicking it and he just
missed.tt
Howard took an early 7-0

lead after a four-yard touchdown
run by senior running back Jay
Colbert. The Bison put together
another solid drive in the first
quarter and had a first and ten
from the Aggies 12-yard line.
The Bison's other feature running back, sophomore Antoine

Rutherford, was given the ball
and rumbled down to the fi\'e,
where he was met b:y a sle" of
Aggie defenders. But with the
help of some of his offensive
lineman, Rutherford was able
to move the pile within inches
of the goal line, where he was

stripped of the ball and recoYered by the A&T defense for a
touch back.
It appeared that Rutherford
got the ball across the goal line
before he fumbled. but the officials did not see it that way.
-If we had gotten ,1 touchdown there then we probably
\\Ould l:a,·e stayed ii: control
of the game,- said Coach Petty.
That fumble opened up the
parade of h1rno,·ers as Howard
ended up with fi,·e on the evening.
Senior quarterback ~1arcos
~1oreno. who had the best game
of his career last week in the
O\'ertime victOI') over ~Jorgan
State, might ha,·e had l1is worst
lollegiate performance against
the Aggies, throwing for a total
of 89 yards and four interceptions.
-There are a lot of ups and
downs in this game.- said coach
Pett) referring to ~1oreno. -He
was a hero last week, and this
week he was not able to make
those same plays. I give credit
to the Aggie defense."
Howard is back in action
next week for the Homecoming
game against Norfolk State at
1 p.m.

Lady Bison Serve Up Self-Defeat, UMES Scores on Mishaps
BY K ONAHE JERNIGAN
Hill/op Staff WfJtBr

This past Friday, the won1-

en 's volley hall team lost to the
Lady I lawks of the University
of r.1aryl,md Eastern Shore
(UMES). The Lad} Bison began
tlw matd1 with blazing enthusiasm, but as game play progrc•ssed their flame died oul.
Game ont.• started with the
Bison going on a 4-0 run, but
tht· I Iawks took flight and began
fighting fin' with fire battling to
stay in the gaml'. The gainc took
u lnrn for tlw worse when the
Bbon enmmi\lt·d th1cc consecu
tive errors allowing thl' hawk5
to catch up and soon take control of the lead. The Bison's
errors seemed to stick in their
minds as their play began to

suffer. Taking advantage of
I Ioward's mental dismay, the
Hawks pulled ahead by two and
the game ended with another
Bison error; the final score 27:30.
Determin<'d to win game
two, the Lady Bison took the
c·our1 with force pulling ahead to
lead the Hawks 5-2. The Hawks,
closely watching the Bison-like
prey, began to use their flaws
against them. Shortly thereafter, UMES took the lead leaving
Howard to struggle with a twopoint deficit. Fixated on "illegal
hit" calls, the Bison play once
ag;\in slumped, until a kill made
by junior Kollin Hoskins roused
them. :\nother kill by senior
Brittany Williams sent the Bison
on a four point scoring streak.
The climax of game two
occurred when both teams

reached the 20-point mark. The
lead shifted several times until
finally the Bison pulled ahead
by six. The lead was ended "vith
a block error. Several more
errors were called against the
Bison before the game ended
28-30 in UMES's favor.
Seemingly rejuvenated, the
B is o n
began
g a m e
th r e e
with
a
burst of
energy.
Wanting
tocndthe
series,
the Hawks
kept up with
the Bison's tempo until a kill by
UMES's Aja Smith sent them
on a five-point run. Using

V0

Howard's defense against them,
UMES sent kills into unoccupied floor space.
Frantically trying to win
game three Howard was called
for more errors, giving UMES
the
opportunity
to Wln the

'1811
LL
LL£ W

game. UMES
took the help
Howard
gave them

wit~n~ ~~~t~c~~:

game
of 20-30.
UMES left Burr Gymnasium
with a win, but it was Howard's
self defeat that handed it
over. UMES Head Coach, Alex

Temkin said, "Howard's errors
gave us 40 of our 90 points. I
think it was obvious that both
teams didn't play at their full
potential. I think Howard played
better when we met earlier this
season on our court. But when
you have two players with double digit kills and 40 points fron1
errors, the game is usually an
automatic win." Coach Temkin
also said that he believed the
temperature in the gymnasium
worked against both teams.
Senior volleyball team
member, Krystal Amedee, was
deemed the team's spokesperson for the night. She said, "This
season has been a challenge for
us because we have had to cope
with a lot of unsuspected challenges, and a lot of players have
had to adapt to new positions ...
We recognize that we are hav-

ing difficulty finishing games
and we are trying to work on
that. We come out strong and
are ready to play, but we need to
work on staying consistent and
staying coherent."
Despite Howard's loss several players played \\ell. Shannon Grant put up 28 assists and
came out with 10 digs, Kallin
Hoskins ended with 13 kills,
while Kimberly Dexter had 11
kills.
Jana Milin led the Lady
Hawks \vith 18 kills, l'vlandie
Dever had 12 kills, and Kate
Smith put up 41 assists.
The Lady Bison's final home
game will be on Tuesday, Nov.
2, when they face the Morgan
State University Bears.

Jerry Rice Traded to the Seattle Seahawks
BY COURTNEY EILAND
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Seahawks acquired Rice last Tuesday from the Oakland
Raiders. Rice asked permission from legendary Seahawks·
wide receiver Steve Largent to wear Largent's number 80.

Last Monday night, 42-yearold receiver Jerry Rice, got his
trade request granted when he
was shipped off to the Seattle
Seahawks from the Oakland
Raiders. In return, the Raiders
will receive a conditional seventh-round draft pick in 2005.
"It was Jerry Rice who made
the decision. and we honestly
tried to acc01nmodate him the
best we can. All we're getting is a
conditional seventh-round draft
pick. \Ve accepted the trade out
of respect for Jerry. \Ve wanted
to accommodate Jerry.... This is
best for him, best for this team
and best for coach Norv Turner..,
said Raiders general manager Al
Da\'i.s in a press conference.
R.u.:e ask<'d for a trade
bel'aus(· he wanted to play for
a tean1 where he would have a

greater role. With the new talent
acquired by the Raiders, Rice
found his role diminished to a
less important one.
According to NFL.com,
Seahawks Head Coach Mike
Holmgren stated in the press
conference that he was excit ed
to have Rice be a part of the
Seahawks team. "We did this to
make our football team better.
Any good lessons or role modeling that takes place. in my opinion, is secondary. Jerry came in
here to catch passes, to help us
win, and that's his number-one
job. I think if some of our guys
are mature about it and smart
about it they'll kind of watch
how he does stuff. But understand, that's really not why we
brought him in, I brought him in
to help us win,r Holmgren said.
Rice has had some experience under Coach Holmgren
who was an assistant coach with

Rice's former team, the San
Francisco 49ers. Holmgren \'>·as
with Rice two out of the three
seasons the 49ers won Super
Bowl titles.
Last week, Rice participated
in his first practice with his new
team. His one and only complaint was "I had a drop. I don't
like that, so I've got to go and
look at the film and see what I
did wrong there."
"Ifhe starts dropping passes,
then I'm probably the problem. I
threw a bad ball to him today.
Honestly, there's going to be a
little bit of me getting to know
him and him getting to know
me. But it was easy today in
terms of him getting in the flow",
said Seahawks quarterback Matt
Hasselbeck to NFL.com.
With the Seahawks offense
already ranked ninth in the
NFL, Holmgren is still deciding
on how he will work Rice into

the offense. As of now, Rice has
to play behind starters, Darrell
Jackson and Koren Robinson.
'Tm just trying to find my
spot right now. Those gt•ys, they
really deserve the respect, and
I'm just here to help the team
win," said Rice according to
ESPN.com.
With the Seahawks now at
3-2, Coach Holmgren expresses
that Super Bowl hopes are in the
mix. "We are dead serious about
trying to get to the Super Bowl.
That's what we're all about. To
be able to add a great player,
one of the greatest players of all
time, just makes perfect sense to
me," Holmgren told ESPN.com.
Currently, Rice leads the
NFL with 1,524 receptions,
22,533 yards, and 194 touchdown receptions, and 205 total
touchdowns.

Fans Adjust to NBA Alignment System for 2004-2005 Season
:--ion. The ~orthwest di,;sion ;6ers.
and
the
Toronto
H 1/op Staff Writer
includes tht Denver N'u~ets. Raptors The Central di,ision
~linnesota
Timhenvoln.'s. includes the Chicago Bulls.
\\1th the ::\B \ regular sea- Portland Tr.1ilbl,1zers Seattle Cle' ,~hnd Cavaliers, Detroit
son nround the t'Omt'r. n1 Hl\ :supersonks, ,1nd the Utah Jazz. Pistons Indiana Pacer , and
XB.\ fan ";11 hll\<' to gt'.'t u~ed to 111e Pnc; t
c.· 'is.ton include_,;; th, :\! l\\-aukee Bucks. Lastly,
a nl'\\ aligmnt'nt S) stl'nt that was the Goldl'n Statl' \\«1;·nor!-. Los th s. . ;;.theast dhision includes
introduced h\ the NBA Board of 1\ngeks Clippers. Los .·\ngdes the ,\:lanta Hawks. Charlotte
GQn'rnors f.1r thl' ~004-~005 L.1kers. Phocmx Suns. and the Bobl.1ts. :\tiami Heat. Orlando
season. .\tter ,1dding the lll'\\ S:wr,1mt'nto Kings Lasth. the :\la~ic. ..nd the \\rashington
franchise Clurlotte Bobcats. the South\H?st DiYision l ons1si s of \\.izards.
NB.\ count currt'ntly st.1nds ,1t the Dallas ~lavt'rkks. Hous'. »n
The ~BA regular season
thirt) teams. Eat'h conference Rockets. ~1en1phis Grizzhcs. tips off ne:--1 Tuesday when the
no'' has fifteen tean1s "hich are '\ew Orleans Hornets and the Detroit Pistons rollect their
divided into three divisions l'On- San Antonio Spurs.
NBA championship rings. then
sisting of five teams. The te.1111"
Jn the Eastern Conference, prepare to face the ne\~ look
have been split up in the follo"- there is the Atlantic. Central. Houston Rockets at S:oop.m.
ing divisions.
and Southeast dn 1sion. The on Thl'f followed by the Den,-er
In the \\'estern Conference. .\tlantic dhision consists of the ~uggets ''ho prepare to take
there
is
the
Northwest. Boston Celtics. ~ew Jersey ~ets. on the Shaq-le-s Los Angeles
Pacific, and Southwest dhi- ~ew York Knicks. Philadelphia Lake rs
BY COURTNEY EILAND
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World Series: Cold Weather Makes For a Good Fall Classic
BY ASHLEY ROSS
Sports Editor

~likt

Sl"Jtat

Cold weather this weekend helped the Red Sox to a 2-0 lead.

At their last meeting almost
four decades ago, the Cardinals
edged the Red Sox to \-vin the
World Series in seven. However
\-vith temperatures dropping to
49 degrees at their reunion this
past Saturday, the Sox delivered the heat to the Cardinals
in Fenway Park with a 11-9 victory.
Sox first baseman and ALCS
MVP David Ortiz commented to
mlb.com, "It was freezing out
there and that's not good for a
Don1inican kid."
Ortiz became the 28th player in World Series history to hit
a homer at his first at-bat. But
the Sox blew their early five-run
lead when Cardinals short stop

Edgar Renteria and right fielder
Larry Walker both hit RBI doubles in the sixth.
With the game on the line,
things got ugly during the seventh inning when Ortiz hit a
grounder that took a bad bounce
to Tony Womack's col1arbone.
Once play ceased trainer Barry
Weinberg examined Womack,
who left shortly thereafter to get
x-rays.
In a post game interview
Womack said, "It happens. I did
the best I could trying to keep it
from hitting me in the teeth. I
don't know what it hit. One of
those bad hops, I guess."
01tiz's RBI single made the
score 9-7 at the bottom of the
seventh. But the '-vinds soon
changed when Boston outfielder

Manny Ramirez committed two
back-to-back errors that allowed
the Cardinals to tie the game 9-9
at the top of the eighth.
The pressure mounted during the bottom of the eighth,
with Sox second baseman
Mark Bellhorn stepping up to
the plate. This season Bellhorn
broke Boston's record for strike
m1ts after accumulating 177 and
only hitting one for 14 in the
series with the Yankees. Despite
all this, Bellhorn, a S\-vitch hitter, remained patient against
Cardinals right-hander Julian
Tavarez, letting the count reach
a nail biting 1-2.
With the crowd on their feet,
Bellhorn connected on Tavarez's
·fourth pitch to make the play of
the game. The ball soared over

right field and hit Pesky's Pole,
affectionately named after Sox
infielder Johnny Pesky, giving
the Sox their 11-9 victory.
"That last pitch was a slider,
and I just put a good swing on
it," Bellhorn said.
Bellhorn's play is now being
con1pared to Carlton Fisk's 12th
inning homer against Cincinnati
in 1975· This Red Sox moment
has transcended ti1ne and many
predict Bellhorn's most recent
play will do the same. However,
Bellhorn maintains, "I'm not
here trying to be a hero, I'm just
here trying to >-vin four games."

Alvin Harrison Takes Suspension
BY KONAHE JERNIGAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Well known t rack and field
Olympian, Alvin Han·ison's acceptance of the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency's
(USADA) four-year suspension blows
the door of the Bay Area Laboratory
Co-Operative (BALCO) case wide
open.
The
30-year-old
Harrison
accepted the USADA suspension last
Tuesday making it clear to prosecutors in the case that there in fact was
a scandal going on. And performance
enhancers, that were undetectable to
"state of the art" tests, are at the core
of the scandal.
BALCO, a company founded by
Victor Conte and based in California,
is accused of producing illegal steroids and distributing them to professional athletes. Among the drugs
are: tetrahydrogestrinone (THG) and
modafinil.
Track coach Remy Korchemny
and Greg Anderson and the personal
trainer of baseball star Barry Bonds

are also being prosecuted along with
Conte.
According to Fox Sports, the
USADA said Harrison admitted to
using numerous undetectable performance-enhancing drugs, including anabolic steroids known as the
'clear' and the 'cream,' insulin, erythropoietin (EPO), growth hormone and
modafinil.
Harrison who won medals at the
1996 and 2000 Olympics was banned
from this year's Olympic games in
Athens because he tested positive for
illegal substances. Harrison forfeited
all his winnings since Feb. 1, 2001 and
became the second athlete to accept
disciplinary action from the USADA.
Sprinter Kelli White also forfeited two
world titles and accepted a nvo-year
suspension.
Other athletes associated '-vith
the scandal include Marion Jones,
Barry Bonds, Calvin Harrison [Alvin's
twin brother], Shane Mosley and Tim
Montgomery.
Harrison's
attorney,
Robert
Harris, said his client was going to
retire soon so accepting the penalty

made sense. "He wanted to come forth
and accept responsibility iQstead of
dragging this out," Harris said. ''Alvin
is looking forward to getting on with
his life."
Junior psychology major, Ryan
Bourdeau, believes that performance
enhancers should be illegal. According
to Bourdeau, "Athletes shouldn't be
allowed to take enhancement drugs
because competitive sports are a measure of natural ability. Athletes who
use enhancers are cheating other athletes, who have naturally worked hard
to get where they are, out of victory." Bourdeau also said that athletes
who cheat in such ways diminish the
accomplishments of the greats that
came before them.
Senior psychology major Sheri
Tian1iyu said, "I think it's unfair to
use steroids and other performance
enhancers. If you do not have the talent and ability to compete and win
on your own then you should choose
another sport."
Although there are many ways to
examine this issue some people feel
performance enhances are neces-

1a
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Antonio Pettigrew, Alvin Harrison, Calvin Harrison and Michael Johnson
sport t heir 2000 Olympic gold 4x400 relay medals.

sary for some athletes. Senior history mance enhancers are fine in some cirmajor preg Ezeagu said, "The rules cumstances.
regarding performance enhancers are
"I think it creates an unfair
unfair, just as nature itself is unfair. advantage. All drugs are provided
Performance enhancers compensate for a specific purpose, but sometimes
for what someone naturally doesn't people exploit that fact and use them
have; it's unfair to set limitations for for things they weren't intended for.
someone who has been devoted to The intent the athlete has is what mattraining and has everything riding on ters. If they are using them to cope ·
one event. We use drugs everyday to with an illness or medical condition
make it through life, why can't ath- that fine, but if they are using them
letes?"
because they want to simply dominate
Brianna Lemmons, a first-year the other athletes then it becomes a
graduate student, believes perfor- problem and a matter of integrity."
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86 BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
Bizzology:
Homecoming:
The
Checkbook
Blues
BY VENUS B. TAYLOR
Business & Technology Editor

We are now in the midst
ofHoward University's annual pinnacle, an event that
represents the epitome of
The Mecca. Homeconling.
For those who are rather green to the experience,
Howard's
Homecon1ing
celebration is renowned in
various circles, marked by
its mention in the movie
"The Best Man" and the late
Notorious BIG's song, "Kick
in the Door."
But amongst all of the
parties, performances, and
alumni shindigs, please don't
let your wallet fall victim to
the homecoming hype.
Students spend more
than money than they can
afford every year, and they
don't usually realize it until
the week after all the fun
is over. Well, being one of
the many who has experienced this predicament (in
fact, I just finished recuperating from last year), I have
decided to offer a few pieces
of advice on how to avoid the
Checkbook Blues this week:
1.
Define
Your
Interests
Decide what is important to you before you purchase tickets for anything.
Thought my advice is probably too late for most of this
year's events, if you aren't
totally excited about an
event, don't waste the ticket. If you attend the R&B
Concert out of some duty to.
the school, but you're not an
Anthony Hamilton fan, noc
only have you wasted a seat
at a popular concert, but you
have regrettably reduced
your funds.
2. Eat Witlt Caution
Whether you have dining dollars or a meal plan,
please re1nember that you
have approximately $i,ooo
in your student account for
the sole purpose of eating
this semester. In the case
that the Cafe or the Punch
Out doesn't tickly your
fancy this week, many students will spend ridiculous
amounts of money on chicken wings at the Yardfest and
the football game. The same
chicken wings that you can
get right around the corner at Howard China or a
fraction of the price. If you
truly feel the need to fit in
at the Yardfest, I'm sure that
the kind people at Howard
China won't mind giving you
a styrophone box just like
everyone else's.
3. Party Prudently
When it comes down to
it, a party is a party and a
club is a club. Some attract
slightly different crowds,
but during the homecoming
season they all have pretty
much the same effect: Girl
gets dolled up. Girl goes to
club. Guy flirts with girl.
Girl sweats her relaxer out.
Girl goes ho1ne smelling like
sweat and smoke. Would
you really pay an extra $75
to $ioo just to say that
you went through debasing ritual during Howard's
Homecoming? Why pay
$100 at a club when I can
talk negotiate a group rate
with the host of a local house
party?

For comments or questions on this column, e-mail
Bizzologyo5@yahoo.com.
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HU Alum Creates Innovative Resume Database
BY DONALD MCZEAL
Contributing Writer

Many companies have transitioned from paper cover letters
and resumes to online resumes
submitted via electronic mail.
As
technology
steadily
increases in the competitive job
market, a new dynamic product,
Webcast Resume, is emerging to
assist students in their transition to the applicant stage of
their collegiate careers.
Walter Pearson, president
and chief executive officer of
Webcast Resume, attended
Howard University's School of
Communications Job Fair last
week to expose and demonstrate
the new product.
Founded in 2003 at Howard
University, Webcast Resume
College Student Streaming
Database is an innovative program designed to maximize the
potential of applicants to pro-

spective employers by adding
interactive video and audio presentation to compliment a written resume. The product grants
access to over 500 companies
and organizations that have systems capable of receiving the
webcast resume.
Webcast's vision is to revolutionize the means in which
students and potential employees network. The company also
offers services to educational
institutions, governmental agencies, corporations, and other
organizations. The company
believes that the product may be
used as a way to improve communications and efficiency, by
saving time and money for any
company.
Senior advertising major
Shavon Adams attended the
career fair and was pleased
by the demonstration of the
webcast resume. She is a part
of Cap Comm., a School of

Communications course that
allows hands-on experience in
the advertising arena. She is
responsible for promoting the
Webcast Resume service.
"As I was watching, I noticed
lots of students interested in the
product," Adan1s said. "There
where several students of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
who actually took advantage
of the product and made video
resumes."
Other
students
like
Montgomery College student
Fabiola Anlazan also agree that
this is an advantageous product.
Anlazan said that the product is hnpressive and gives prospective employers a glance at a
candidate's personality.
Howard University students
like sophomore health manage- Webcast Resume service.
ment major Julian Webster,
"I believe in the traditional
and senior English major Leya resume, because if you can prove
Ford have skeptical views on the yourself on paper you will have a

AP Photof rtd S. \\i.m-n

better opportunity," Ford said.

Hotmail Joins War on E-mail Accounts' Storage
BY MONIQUE WOODS
Contributing Writer

E-mail is the
average
Howard student's most frequent mode of comn1unication.
Howard recognizes the importance of e-mails and provides
numerous stations across campus where students can check
their electronic mailboxes. The
importance of e-mail in today's
society means more e-mails sent
to people than before. But email providers' mailbox storage
limits fail to meet all the needs
of many users.
College students on a budget resort to free e-mail providers such as MSN, Hotmail, and
Yahoo to open up an account.
While these providers give customers free accounts they also
lack the storage space needed to
take full advantage of the e-mail
services. Storage limits restrict
the users' mailbox size and the
amount of e-mails that can be

sent per day. With the importance of e-mail to today's college
student for class assignments,
organization information, or
just for leisure, providers need
a boost in storage size to meet
the needs of many of their consumers.,
"I use my e-mail
to do everything
from handing in
my assignments
to keeping in
contact with my
friends and relatives," said freshman dance major
Lindsey Benton. "I
need an e-mail provider ·with no restrictions on
how many e-mails I can send
or receive because that is how I
keep informed."
Google and Yahoo, the number one provider in free e-mail
with 40-4 million users, led the
new trend to upgrade free services to include more storage space.

Google introduced its new Gmail
service that provides a gigabyte
of storage. Yahoo beefed up its
e-mail storage limits, increasing storage for free users frmu
4MBto

o o MB
and offering
paying customers 2 GB inboxes.
MSN Hotmail is now ready
to join the war on e-n1ail by
upgrading services from 2MB to
250 MB for free services while
premium users, for $i9.95 a
1

year, will be receiving 2GB of Anleerah Harris is currently an
storage.
Anlerica Online customer.
Changes for previous cus"With the upgrades on free
tomers will not occur immedi- e-mail accounts I would consider
ately. Hotmail wants to avoid switching services to save money
system overload glitches that instead of paying and getting the
both Yahoo and Google experi- same services," Harris said.
enced when trying to upgrade
Students who like to forward
their systems. Instead, messages to others in attachHotmail will allow pay- ments will also see changes. In
ing users to access the addition to enlarging mailbox
extra storage first sizes Hotmail users will also
and roll out the ser- be able to send attachments as
vices to other cos- large as io MB.
tumers over time.
Senior Tasha Dawson forJunior Danielle wards e-mails to her friends and
Smith, a Yahoo user, family all the time. "I always
noticed the difference receive cute stories and inforin her service when Yahoo mation from people and I like
upgraded their system. "My being able to share them with
mailbox use to be constantly full others that I know," Dawson
but now I can give out my e-mail said. "Sometimes when trying to
address to people without hav- send information as an attaching to worry about making sure ment the file is too big, but with
I checked my e-mail constantly megabytes I should have no
so I could receive all of my e- problem sending attachments."
mails," Smith said.
Freshman business major

Cell Phone Jammers Leave Some 'Out of Service'
BY TOMI AKINMUSURU
Hilltop Staff Writer

Nearly everyone has been in
a class where someone's phone
rung loudly in the middle of a
lecture. In a perfect world, the
phones would not ring because
people would turn them off. But
alas, we do not live in a perfect
world. What if one day, people
couldn't get reception anywhere
on tl1eir college campuses or
church or workplace?
Although many people may
remember Jennifer Lopez using
them in her movie, "Enough,"
cell phone jammers are a major
advancement in technology. Cell
phone jammers are a special type
of technology because their purpose was initially positive, but
more recently, there has been
a negative connotation attached
to them. Their original purpose
was to aid security forces stop
eavesdropping and avert bombings that were triggered by a cellular phone signal. For example,
in bank robberies, the assailants
wouldn't be able to contact their
accomplices. Many students
have experienced the same type

of signal blockage in places like
underground Metrorail stations.
Each jammer can be activated by remote control, and it
emits low radio frequencies that
block cell phone signals within one hundred feet. When the
jammers are turned on, the cell
phones cannot receive or send
text messages or phone calls.
"It's never a good idea to
block people's means of communication," said freshman human
development major Miyah
Johnson. "If someone needed to
· contact me, I wouldn't want to
be unavailable."
Junior pre-med and psychology major Henri Apollon
agreed whole-heartedly with
Johnson.
"Somehow I just feel like
people's freedoms are being limited by the use of these things,"
saidApollon. "Now, I understand
that it can be very distracting to
be praying in church and then
you hear a random ringer, but
at the same time, it's not right to
in1pose something like that on
people."
As with most new technological items, bad use of the items

can severely impact its popularity, and with all products, it
is imperative that they are not
placed in the wrong hands.
"If I had technology like
that, I'd probably be tempted to
pull soine pranks, but I think
that releasing it to individuals
for personal use is not a good
decision,'' said freshman marketing major Ronnell Wade.
However, all usu; for the
jammers are not criminally
based. In fact, most are for preventative m easures.
According to Wired.com, in
Italian universities, cell phone
jamn1ers were installed to prevent students from text messaging each other with test information via their cell phones.
Even the Indian Parliament
decided to install jamn1ers
while Parliament is in session,
because many of the parliamentarians neglected instructions
to turn off their cell phones.
While the United States is firm
in their decision to not legalize
these machines, countries like
11exico, Japan, and Scotland
allow the use of jammers, but
they are highly regulated.

"I don't think that it would
really be an issue to legalize
the jammers," said sophomore
speech major Dora Edge. "Some
cell phones do not get service in
all areas anyway, so I don't think
it would make a big di~fen'nce
As long as there were provisions
made for emergency calls, I'd be
okay with it."
People depend on cellular
phones for just about every possible use. They are good calculators, they have electronic planners, and most itnportantly is
their use as portable communication devices.
kPeople have to understand
that although c"ll phones ar•
very importr..nt in lite, they don t
belong in all places," said junior
film production major Vance
Henderson.
With the rapid increase of
the cell phone jan1mers on the
black market, they could appear,
or "not appear", in a building
near you. Starting from around
$2,000, these gadgets can be
found in aln1ost any size, and
can fit just about anywhere.

Investment of the Week: Pension Plans
sustain the lifesty e ey were ars o
a co1npany s s oc 11
previously accust med. As a the tlu itt and savings plan1 an
rule of thumb abo t 42 percent emplovL r est,\blishC's a supple.,
Right now retirement may of an individual's arnings are mcnt pc ns10n and other .fl ge
seem a long way off, but 40 years replaced by Social ecurity ben- benefits n" 1ich the fii;m {nake.s
down the line, having a substan- efits. Consequent! this leave~
on rihll lion In an a111ouut
tial sum of money invested in dangling an omin s question: equal to a Sf'l proportion of the
a retirement plan will be the Where does one acquire the e1nployee's conti;ibution. For
arbiter of how soon a person other 38 percent?
exantple. if ~oMeone works for
can retire, their lifestyle during
The thrift
savings a compaqy that conttj1Ji1tcs 50
retirement, and how long their plan, the individu I retirement cents on the dollar up to seven
finances will last.
arrangement (I
, and the percent of th e111ployee's $5s.
For many Anlericans retire- salary reduction Ian (4p1(k) ODO ,111n11al s lat"\ Tlic cmplc1yment has become a serious issue, plan).
'L'" contribntt n 1n l •ear would
especially for those who are
Profit sharin plans r
be $3, 850; afo ig with the
depending upon Social Security arrangements in wh ·
h
in oycr's ;Jo pc
t match of
to rescue them from many years employees of a fir
at
1, 925. th<;,\ will ha\ e a um of
of not investing in some sort of in the company's e ning.. This $5. 75. This ontribution would
retirement vehicle.
is an extremely luc ativ( oppor
tl1 'II be d posited u1to variThe typical retiree needs tunity for an aver e 1'mploycc ous types of st>curitic:; and with
about 80 percent of the income within a company t accumulate scnue special <·nses these contrithey received when working to hundreds of thous ds of dol- butions arc not indndcd in an
BY JORDAN SMITH
Contributing Writer

er 1p o ·ec s 1':i le incmne.
N
th , 11 dividual invest-

which a portion of a covered
etnployee's pay is withheld and
me.nt
l:I ent (IRA) IS
invested in some qualified form
pl
open to any of investment where the taxes on
.\m<'ri n, t
l ch a person 1nay
both the contributions and the
contrib it
1 ecified a1nount account earnings are deferred
each )~ar up l•i $2,000 per per- until the funds are withdrawn.
son. The ~
IRA will deter- Hunt for bargains, by choosing
mine whethet ; s tax deductible funds with low expense ratios
or not, but , rn1 gs from all IRAs they tend to outperform their
.atcrue on t -deferred basis. peers. Trust the old stand by's,
But no mattl'r e type of IRA funds from reputable groups
they are ,Ill d··~ ned to encour- like Vanguard, Fidelity, and
age rctire1nc·11l savings on the Anlerican tend to be reliable.
part ofindividu s, by sheltering Using index funds as opposed
the Ill\ st~ d n ome earned in to actively managed funds that
ta...: 1n1pen tra I accounts.
have higher fees over the long
\1' ithin hi. vast realm of run are outperformed by index
n•tircment opt ons, the most funds.
utilized hy ""r panies will be
For more information on
the sahf) rcdt tion or 401(k) pension plans or retirement prollan. Thi~ ill .in , greement under gra1ns visit www.dol.gov.
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Popularity of Urban Wear
Obscures Other Black Designers
FASHION, from L & S 82

from complications with AIDS,
the legacy of Halston's designs
remained and was furtlier rekindled by Hall in 1998.
Before taking the position as creative director and
head designer for the House
of Halston, Hall's Californiabased line Kevan Hall Couture
was sold in Neiman Marcus and
Saks Fifth Avenue. During this
tin1e he was regarded as one
of California's best designers.
Originally from Detroit but currently residing in Los Angeles,
Hall travels back and forth from
New York to his family in Los
Angeles to continue the 20 years
of success the House of Halston
has experienced under his
care. Hall shares the rewards
of his place in fashion as one
of the most successful AfricanAmerican males in the industry
with his wife Debbie who he met
in design school.

By contrast, Lawrence
Steele studied fashion at the Art
Institute of Chicago and worked
in Japan with Jan & Carlos
Knitwear Company, according
to an article from the November
1999 issue of Essence. While
residing in Italy, he worked with
two of the country's infamous
designers, Franco Moschino for
five years and Miuccia Prada for
three. Steele produced his own
line in 1994 with the help of
Casor, a rnapufacturing compa"
ny. Steele's fame as a designer
in Europe is gradually expanding. Looksmart.com reported
that Steele is currently working
on penetrating the American
market with the creation of his
knitwear line and new city collection under the name LS_
Lawrence Steele Design.
The same Essence article
said that B. Michael stepped into
the fashion scene and became a
prominent designer among New
York socialites by designing exot-

ic hats. The production of his
line has expanded beyond hats
and currently includes handbags
and a full clothing line. Venus
and Serena Williams have been
spotted in the audience of his
runway fashion shows among
other celebrities loyal to his
line.
B. Michael's contribution to
the fashion industry surpasses
his creative efforts and seeps
into the socially conscious issues
shared by the Fashion Target
Breast Cancer campaign in New
York where he sits as an advisory board member. He is also
a participant in the New Yorkers
for Children (NYFC) organization and Styleworks. In 1998,
he became a member of the
Council of Fashion Designers of
America.
B. Michael also makes his
presence known at the Fashion
Institute of Technology, where
he participates as a design critic
for the students.

There will NOT be a
Budget Meeting
today, October 26.
Please ask your section
editors for stories.

,. Wilson's: Food for the Soul
WILSON'S, from L & S 81

in more Howard students to
the restaurant. A lot of students rely on dining dollars,
or their meal plan, but if there
were specials geared toward
us, then more people might
support them," she said.
Though Wilson's is n9t
a Howard hot spot, several
students like junior Kendra
Graham said they have visited the restaurant before.
Graham said that she has been
to Wilson's several times and
has enjoyed her experience.
"I never thought to go
there, but once I did, the food
was good, the people were
nice and prices weren't high,"
Graham said.
According to employee

Carol Murphy, Wilson's has
its share of regular costumers.
She said ti at during the week
it is quiet, but on the weekends business picks up.
"Sunday is the busiest day.
It's always packed on Sunday
afternoons," she said.
Customers are greeted
with pictures of famous faces
that adorn the walls of the
restaurant and the smiling
faces of Wilson's employees.
Murphy describes the place
as "a homestyle atmosphere,
with friendly people and a
casual feel."
Though Wilson's does not
provide delivery service, they
. do provide catering for small
groups. Wilson's provides a
separate catering menu, which
could benefit the Howard

community.
"We can cater for football parties and other campus
organization events," Murphy
said.
So maybe it's time to give
the fast food a break and try
something new. The hours
of Torrie's at Wilson's are 7
a.m. to S p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays
and 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday
through Sunday to the Howard
community and everyone in
the surrounding areas. They
are closed every Tuesday.
Breakfast is served until 2
p.m. and lunch begins at 11
a.m. They are located at 700
V Street, NW across the street
from Howard University
Hospital.

•

LOST, from L & S 82

or explanation of importance.
What saves this movie from
complete let down is Elise's ability to work with the poorly written material. Overlooking small
confusing segments of the storyline, Elise is able to show a perfect display of a young woman's
path toward personal and inter-

active forgiveness. Although the not necessarily displayed in the
dialogue seems to sometimes best possible way. It is rare for
come out of nowhere, not once a big screen movie to touch such
does the audience feel as though a sensitive subject as the rape
the plot is moving too fast . of a young girl and its effects
Every action and word spoken and portrays them so honestly.
helps to give her character what Perhaps, however, had it been
many women want to see in a a made-for-T.V. movie, the narrative would have impacted its
film such as this, boldness.
"Woman Thou Art Loosed" audience to a higher degree.
was a good risk taken, although Grade: C+

Singer Owes Nothing After Debut
KIKI, from L & S 82

<

experiences of growing up in a
family of ministers and gospel
artists and she acknowledges
that throughout the week, her
time was spent going to church
and to church events. The song
is bound to bring up memories
for those who were raised or
knew someone who was raised
in a similar fashion.
In Kierra's powerful, hiphop hit, ''You Don't Know", pro-

Other songs on this flavorduced by Rodney Jerkins, former
producer for Destiny's Child, ful album include ''War" and the
Mary J. Blige and Kirk Franklin, smooth and eccentric melody,
Kierra states that "This is really "Sweetest Thing." Both were
my testimony of all that God has written by Kierra and produced
done for me in my life." In her by her 14-year-old brother J.
online biography, she points out Drew Sheard II.
Many of her songs use a call
the purpose for her music and
the purpose for her choice to and response approach, which
be a gospel singer, she states, "I works well with her strong first
want to demonstrate to young soprano vocals and harmonious
people that you don't have to vocal range. Overall, Kierra did a
live in sin to have fun and enjoy great job on her debut.
yourself."
Grade: A

It drives what you can do.

Sometimes we borrow to get more. That con create debt.
But some debt can be a good thing.

In your game. In your life. With your credit.
Know
your credit score. Manage it.. Improve it.
.
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It's all about making choices.

It's all about mak1n9 choices.

Smart Choices.

Smart Choices.
How you use your money and what it gets you.
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Definitely Not 'Lovin It!'
0

Commercials hold a lot of talking to herself about how Black people together, show
weight and power as sellers try she's not going to share her them on a basketball court, in
to entice consumers into buy- chicken. "I ain't sharing with a hair salon, or with chicken,
ing a product. But in the quest you, I ain't even gonna share and put a little bass in the song
to appeal to the consumer we with your daddy!" she says in the background and all of the
think McDonald's is going a swinging her neck.
sudden you have gold. Right?
little too far. If you've seen the
We really think that these But is it really necessary to be
new ..Chicken Select" commer- commercials are over the top! this extra in commercials to get
cials you might know what we There's something out of pocket consumers to buy a product?
mean.
about watching a Black person We're disappointed in these
One commercial features get volatile and ignorant over images.
In the case of
a Black woman on
a plane with her sigMcDonald's, it would
nificant other eating
be bad enough if it
was just one comher chicken selects.
Everyone's
bending McDonald's new "Chicken Select" mercial, but it seems
over his or her seats
to be a whole camads
are
out
of
line.
salivating over her
paign. Who came
chicken. Her chicken
up with this conalso mesmerizes her
cept? Someone must
significant other and as
have saw the overtly
he reaches for the box
racist
portrayals
she gets offended. "You
because the airplane
betta don't!" the Black woman a box of chicken! Besides the McDonald's commercial airs
shrieks with oh-so-much stereo- normal '·Black people love their with out the Black woman gettypical "Black woman attitude" chicken" stereotype these ads ting crazy over her man stealing
when she realizes that this man are just offensive. Some of the her chicken.
is going to take her precious phrases. nan1ely "You betta
McDonald's needs to watch
don't'. aren·t English, beck, themselves and the way they
chicken.
Another commercial fea- they're not even Ebonics!
portray African-Americans in
tures a dark Black woman with
We understand that hip- commercials because right now,
a short natural and pseudo- hop and "urban" marketing are we're simply not "lovin' it."
African garb. She's at home in style right now. Get some

Our View:

Do You Remember?
We live in a "microwave essence of people's beings. But who can know?
society" where people want Memories shape our lives, make
No one knows whether this
things here and now. The us who we are, and help us to pill will wipe out memories all
quicker and nlore convenient avoid making the same mis- together or simply help people
way to accomplish a goal, the takes over again. Sure everyone cope with their 1nemorics, at
better. In the midst of a quick has had a bad memory in their this point, we are highly skepfix, scientists are testing a drug lifetime, but is stamping that tical. Scientist argue that the
that has the potenlial to wipe memory out the right way to drug would h<'lp people who
away problems.
have
e.xperienced
According lo The
traumatic situations
Washington Post, scisuch as soldiers comentists are currently
ing back from war,
testing the drug proScientists need to proceed ivith people who were torpranolol in France
tured, or people who
caution
with
propranolol,
the
and the United States,
experienced abuse as
.. that can alter, and
a child. But we think
1nenzory
Z.oss
drug.
possibly erase painful
that if scientists do
memories." Scientists
make this drug a\·ailhope that this pill can
able, people might
help reduce the risk of
potential abuse it.
post-traumatic stress
People 1night pop
disorder if taken
the pill when the}
immediately after a traumatic deal with it?
have an embarrassing moment
experience. There has been a
The research for the drug is at a party,, when the~ get into a
great deal of controversy over in its very early stages, and so negative interaction, or sin1ply
the pills because people think far, it has only showed that the if they had a bad day.
that tampering with memories emotional effects of memories
Every drug should be
and potentially wiping them out may be muffled, not the memo- researched especially if it has
is ethically wrong and even dan- ries themselves. Scientists who the potential to help out human
gerous. Vvc agree!
are testing the drug say that kind, hut we really question the
Tampering with people's ~wiping ouf" a memory is a big nccessil> of this "ml'mory Joss
. memories is a scary concept misconception of the drug and drug."
•
because memories are the the drug actually helps people.

Our View:

Job Fair or Internship Fair?
Seniors who are graduat- point of a job fair if it is not the .Job Fair offer companies
ing this year to a slightly bet- offering any jobs?
that arc small daily newspater job market than in the
Don't get us '"Tong, the pers? The companies featured
past may ha\'e been anxiously Job Fair was a perfect event at the Job Fair should reflect
awaiting for the annual School for sophomores and freshmen, thl needs of graduate students
of Communications Job Fair. as many of companies offered looking for a job or other comJob fairs are a time to make summer internships. But for panies should be invited in
connections with recruiters, those looking to make it in the their place.
interview, and potentially get real world, it just didn't offer
There were many big names
job offers from con1on the roster of con1panies. Unfortunately,
panics at the Job
1nany of the compaFair this year such
nies at the School of
as The Wall Street
The
School
of
Communicatons
Communil'ations Job
.Journal and The
Fair simply weren't Job Fair needs to include s111a/ler
Washington Post.
hiring.
But while compacompanies
who
are
actually
After interviews,
nies like these were
many of the bigger
impressive,
they
looking
to
hire.
papers such as The
really made little
Boston Globe and The
difference for stuChicago Tribune told
dents trying to get
graduating
seniors
jobs because they
'
that they expected a
simply weren't hirminimum of hvo years
ing. Instead of havof daily newspaper experience enough options.
ing a host of impressive names
at another newspaper before
In the future we would like at the .Job Fair, the School of
the candidate could expect to see a greater balance in the C ncC'ds to work to ensure that
to get hired. Other compa- papers that come. If many of the the roster of con1panies in an
nies said that there were no bigger newspapers are asking attendance actually have jobs
job openings at this time. We for experience at a small daily to offer. After all, that's what a
asked ourselves: What is U1e newspaper, then why doesn't J ob Fair is all about.

Our View:
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Slie Said. ..

The Treasures of Life
BY KRISTI LUV WILSON

"For where your n·easure
there will your heart be also."
-Matthew 6:21

No Really, You
Don't Have to Lie
to Kick it!
BY NAKISHA WILLIAMS
Editorial and Perspectives Editor

Why is it that during Homecoming time
people make more changes than Michael
Jackson? No, seriously, they should do an
episode ofExtreel:ne Makeover "Homecoming
Edition" on campus because it's around this
time that people go out of their way to make
sure that they look immaculate. You all
know what I'm talking about!
Something Like a Phenomenon
People may not really care about their
look for the other 358 days of the year but
for that one week of Homecoming, everyone
comes out of the woodworks to do it up.
Hairdressers are booked across the city,
nails are done, cars are washed and outings
to Pentagon City and Georgetown feel like a
Howard reunion as you bump into everybody
trying to get their Homecoming clothes.
Ahh, the clothes! Some people plan out
their looks months in advance. The red carpet? Not quite, but it is the Yard and everyone knows that Homecoming is the time to
come out with your best.
But in an effort to look flawless I'm afraid
that some people are really faking it. No I'm
not calling anyone out on the way their hair
seemed to miraculously grow a couple feet
the week before Homecoming (don't trip I'll
have a weave too). But some of us are lying,
in the effort to kick it.
A Revelation
This weekend I was at Pentagon City
(half of Howard joined me in the quest to buy
last minutes things for Coronation Ball) and I
overheard two sales clerks talking:
"I HATE it when Howard has
Homecoming-it's one of the busiest time of
year," lamented the store manager. I thought
to myself, what's wrong with a little extra
business? Store workers are so lazy! But
eavesdrop with me further ...
"Yeah me too!" said the other worker,
"That weekend after is mad busy, everyone
returns their clothes!"
For real? Really!?
Thinking that I had just overheard a
couple disgruntled workers, I decided to
do. a little "investigative reporting." Sure
enough, clerks in Bebe, Aldo, Up Against
the Wall, among others confirmed it: there
are tons of returns made the weekend after
Homecoming!
Tucking Tags
To me this is the funniest thing ever!
Worse than girls wearing fake Luis Vuitton
(c'mon girl, we ,know that you didn't pay
$950.00+ for that book bag!) are people who
wear their Homecoming clothes and then
take them back!
I wondered how many guys and gals
would be walking around the Yard with their
tags tucked into the insides. How many
people would be in the clubs trying not to
sweat it out to hard because they knew that
their outfit was going back the next day! And
is that the reason why you never see that guy
wear that jacket or that girl wear that pair of
shoes ever again?
Balling on a Budget or Just Plain
Cheap?
Now everyone knows that college is a
period of time in our lives where we may
not have the money to step out like we really
want to, but is being a Return Bandit a
smart economic choice or just plain grimy?
I asked some of the sales clerks for some of
their stories and was appalled by some of the
ways people try to abuse the return policy.
They've seen people try to return clothes with
deodorant stains, smoke-filled smells, shoes
with tore up heels, you name it.
I would say in your quest to look your
best during Homecoming just be real about
life. Yes, Howard does look like a photo
shoot for Vogue during Homecoming but
don't let the pressure to look good make yciu
forget your home-training.
Just do what you have the means to do
and do that well! You don't have to lie to
kick it!
If you see Nakisha in the mall with
a pair of gold shoes, you know the deal,
she wants her $85.93 back! Call her
out for being cheap and hypocritical at
nakishajwilliams@hotmail.com.
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When I was a kid, a game that
I use to love to play was called hide
and seek. I would love to go somewhere that I thought no one could
find me. Once at that place, I would
watch everyone run around trying to
figure out where I had bidden. This
would go on for 10 ·or 15 minutes.
Eventually, everyone would take a
deep breath and just about the time
my friends would give up on finding
me, someone would tap me on the
shoulder, findiPg me and the game
would be over.
How I long for those days of bide
and seek. It was a game that could
last mere seconds to countless minutes. To me, hide and seek was like
a treasure. Once I ran to hide, I was
hidden away from those who sought
to find me. It was during that time
that I would sit and think about how
valuable it would be for my friends to
find me.
In our game of hide and seek,
whoever found the person would win
enough money to buy a nice toy and
get to keep all the money that we put
in a pot betting that no one would
find out where we had hidden.
In hide and seek eve1yone thought

that his or her spot was the best place
to hide. It was his or her way of
expressing the priceless treasure that
they had discovered. Moreover, the
treasure was of the greatest value not
for the one hiding, but for the one
who finds the one hiding, due to the
reward. Although those days have
long passed, I still think about those
beautiful hiding places that resembled the treasures of our youth.
In life, there are some things
that are priceless, our relationships
with people, our integrity and most
importantly our relationship with
God. When one truly knows his or
her value, they do not waste valuable
time. Rather the person spends those
treasured moments working towards
common goals, leading the1n to the
following two keys inside their treasure chest: success and productivity.
If a person is ever going to impact the
world, he or she must first take steps
to secure their treasure. Your treasure chest must be filled with three
gifts that are vital for your success.
The first is hope. Hope means
to want or wish for with a feeling of
confident expectation. Secondly, you
must have faith. Faith is a belief in
the truth, value or trustworthiness of
someone or something. Lastly, you
must have love. Love is intense affection and it is unconditional. These
three things will always hold the most
value in your treasure chest. Needless

to say, the third one holds the greatest value. For only when one can love
unconditionally can he or she becorne
invaluable in God's kingdom.
Love is a commandment that surpasses them all. Love is a great commandment in which God taught not
only his disciples of the past, but is
consistently teaching his disciples of
present day. Until we come to a place
where love exists more than things,
whP.re love matters more than our
titles, our jobs and our leisurely out-

door activities, we will never value
the real meaning within our treasure
chest.
Seek to find the greatest treasure known to nlankind. Find love.
For he who finds love finds the keys
to the kingdom of heaven. Within
the kingdom of heaven is a treasure
that outweighs any that we could ever
imagine!

Remember And Rebuke
A Black Political Arts and Activism Project for the 2004 Presidential Election and Beyond
BY ERIC DOLPHIN

The 2000 Presidential election was a watershed event, especially for Black Americans. The
official tactics used in the State of Florida to
deny tens of thousands of Black Americans their
right to vote were specific and blatant, from
machines not recording votes, the use of intimidation - at police roadblocks, for example, to the
creation of the infamous purge lists."
Were any other ethnic group targeted in
this way, the coverage and investigations
would be substantial. Disenfranchise Black
Americans; it isn't noteworthy, just business
as usual. Clever political maneuverings, nice
moves! Expected and disregarded. Some weak,
half-hearted inquiry might result; a lawsuit or
two m.ight have to be settled. Empty promises
made among new denials.
Yawn.
And national Black outrage? Where is
it? Black Floridians have been mobilizing. What
about the rest of us? Have there been thousands of community gatherings, political panels,
legal symposia, etc., aimed at raising awareness,
catalyzing the Black American mind and heart to
outrage and action and demanding the attention
of the larger American conscience? There were
neither outcries nor, heaven forbid, resignations
in protest from any members of the victorious Republican administration, Black, White or
other. Were we surprised? (Many Democrats
were quite silent as well, it seemed that Al Gore
would rather have lost the election than champion our cause.)
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We must want to hold those who oppress
us accountable for their actions. It should be a
point of personal pride, not simply our solemn
duty, to punish those who mistreat us to their
advantage and then, while they are celebrating,
pat each other on the back in congratulations for
a job well done\ Any opportunity we have to condemn and censure those who have done us harm
should be an eagerly anticipated cause for a most
meaningful celebration of our own.
I propose ~n exercise in rediscovering Black
political consciousness and a new Black togetherness in outrage and action. Shall we, together,
embark on an effort in the flexing of our political mind and muscle as never before? We must
. register everyone eligible and talk up our participation in ALL elections - especially the upcoming national election! Shall we show everyone
and ourselves, just how pleased and honor-bound
we are to remember and to act accordingly? Let
us pass judgment, OUR judgment, upon those
who regard us as their favorite targets, undeserving of the basic rights and respect we have so
Jong sought and fought for.
May our goal be this: let the standard for
voter participation in all elections be set and
upheld by us. And this November, let us speak
with one voice, vote with one voice, judge the
guilty GUI!--TY and vote them down. Cynicism
and disaffection have not served us. Standing
aside in dismay or disgust does not serve us. We
must wield our political force for all we're worth,
for all it can bring to our communities.
Contactthe NAACP, The Urban League and

Is 20()4, GET REAL!

BY DONALD MCZEAL

Although I am not gay,
I have roommates (females)
who have chosen to be with
other women as their se>..'Ual preference. They are my
friends and I love them just
the same as my friends who
appear straight. I think that
it is important to realize
that "gay" is something that
you might not be able to
see, or detect.
It's not about utilizing
stereotypes on individuals
to determine whether they
are, then than!ting God that
"you don't appear like they
do." Instead, it's about, simply, getting to know them,
perhaps through conversation. I think you severely
limit yourself by being
closed or narrow-minded
in tl1e arena of homosexuality.
Homosexuality is not
something new. Gay men
and women have been
doing their thing since,
at least, the days of the
ancient Greeks. You can't
judge anyone based on his
or her decision to be with
the same sex. It is 2004,

get real.
People are going to do
what pleases them, and if
they don't want the world
to know, then that's their
business. I will tell you like
I have advised every gay
(or openly gay) person that
I have ever spoken with. I
don't tell people that I am
straight everywhere I go,
so you shouldn't feel compelled to tell people you are
gay everywhere you go.
Who would put that
they are straight on an
application? Think about
things the other way around
before you write- please.
It's not about homosexuality being a positive attribute to society; it's about it
being a part of society. It
is about dealing with the
issue instead of just rejecting the issue; the same way
Whites reject the issue of
Blacks. I hope you are getting all of this. You say
you don't want to change
those types of people, then
why- why- why do you even
bother to make reference to
God in your article? Take
your religious ideologies

and minister to them, if you
are so concerned, if you are
so religious.
You cannot cast down
people, then thank God
that you are not like them.
You don't know what
anyone has been through.
Maybe some people were
victims of sexual abuse in
their youth. Maybe not.
The point is: we don't know
that. I don't think God gave
you that power (the power
to know an individual's life
story by looking at them),
especially not the way you
wrote that article.
And another thing- I
defend against ignoranceit's not about gay, it's just
about people like you
Tamir Mutakabbir, being
uninformed.
All I'm saying is expose
yourself and become educated before you write some
garbage like that.
Always, Peace
•
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other organizations dedicated to thwarting any
attempts to prevent us from casting our votes.
All material bearing voting information should
be scrutinized. Monitor the presence and behavior of everyone who interacts with our voting
public. Bring cameras. Surely you can think of
more.
Committed political activity is a crucial form
of our cultural expression. I end this letter by
asking artists, and the artist in all of us, to please
step forward - raising our spirits and crystallizing
our courage and resolve. We have less than two
weeks. Let's have some fun! We can energize
our communities in the time remaining by organizing, crafting slogans, leafleting, posting fliers,
presenting skits, awareness parades, music and
poetry, flying banners and building anticipation.
A smile of purpose in our hearts. Let's give ourselves and most important, our youth, something
to take part in, something to remember, a new
beginning. If we don't respect ourselves, why
should we expect anyone else to?
Won't you help make this Black Political Arts
Project, REMEMBER AND REBUKE, a reality?
Our first national political arts festival is to be
held on Tuesday Nov. 2, 2004 in a voting booth
near you. Won't you help us to prepare? And
won't you please attend?
With love, in the spirit of togetherness in
action,
One Black Artist

There will
NOT be a
Budget
Meeting
today,
October 26.
Please ask you
section editors
·for stories.
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OCT OBER 26, 2004

NABFEME
in association with EMSL
Presents:
WOMEN IN
ENTERTAINMENT: Starting Out in the Game
Featuring Executives
from;
Sister 2 Sister Magazine,
VH1, VH1 Soul, BMG,
and
The
Washington Post: Style
Thursday, Oct. 28th
3:30 - 6pm
Blackburn Forum
Panels at 4pm and Spm
Sponsored by: BMG.
WKYS-FM, EMSL, a,1d
Sweet Soul Ent.
For more information
email:
emsl_hu @yahoo.com
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